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FOREWORD

The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands is of unusual
interest to the student of modernization. In some ways its name,
Micronesia, suggests why. Despite its small population of less than
100,000 people, it represents in microcosm many of the issues end prob-
lems of development -- economic, social, and political. Its geographi-
cal position, in the aviation-electronics age, puts it on the path of
change, whether or not its people seek change. The foreign administra-
tions in itr. history -- German, Japanese, American -- have left a
variety of influences. Its economic dependence on the cu"rent trustee
provides great economic contrasts between Micronesians participating
in non-subsistence sectors and their counterparts in the much larger
island neighbors of the Philippines, Indonesia, and Taiwan. Its internal
cultural and linguistic differentiation -- not surprising in peoples who
live on islands separated by hundreds of miles of sea -- pose many
issues, including the basic one of whether some kind of Microneaian
unity can or should be sought.

These and other fascinations concerned us at the Stanford
Research Institute when we were seeking ..he right team to carry out a
project for the Trust Territory of the Pacific .elands in 1967. The
project was to assist in master planning for education and manpower in
Micronesia.

It seems likely that a factor contributing to the selection
of the SRI proposal over those of competing contractors wa: its project
staffing plan. The plan provided for augmenting the SRI staff experi-
enced in education and manpower planning with personnel from the Stan-
ford International Development Education Center and with other consult-
ants having a special knowledge about the peoples of Micronesia.

Thus it was that upon project authorization we were able to
organize a team of eight people of particular qualifications for part-
or full-time work on the project. Among the eight team members, the
social science disciplines represented included anthropology, sociology,
economics, psychology, and history. Professional experience included
educational administration, educational planning, and urban planning.
We were even fortunate in achieving some variety in nationalities; team
members were from Canada, Australia, the Netherlands, and the United
States. This national variation seems particularly appropriate as a
means of helping guard against national biases in a project undertaken
for a people who are administered under a United Nations trusteeship.

The proiect
I
was carried out over a period of six months, in-

cluding report writing. In the study we developed projections of the

--------,
I
See William J. Platt and Philip A. Sorensen, Planning for Educe-

atm% and Manpolter in Micronesia, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo
Park, Calif., 1967.



manpower structures likely to find employment. We sketched out the
possible evolution of the educational system and the pupil flows that
might be expected through that system in 1977. We discussed a number
of reforms of educational content and method that would make education
more relevant to Micronesian development. We proposed patterns of adult
education, occupational education, and teacher training that fitted into
the master planning. And we identified and discussed policies and insti-
tutional machinery designed to help human development flourish in Micro-
nesia.

But the report had to be prepared quickly and to confine itself
to practical problems of development strategy. It seems quite appropri-
ate and useful, therefore, that two of the SRI team members -- two whose
studies at Stanford University gave them access to relevant theory of
development -- could take the time to reflect on their experiences in
Micronesia and to prepare the following paper. Richard Pearse and Keith
Bezanson are well equipped for this task. Pearse, an Australian, had
had experience 5n research on educational administration of Pacific
Island people before coming to Stanford. Bezanson had worked in educa-
tional development in Nigeria 48 a Volunteer in Canadian Universities
Service Overseas. Both had demonstrated in their participation in the
planning project for Micronesia unusual transcultural sensitivity as
well as good skills as development analysts and planners. It was an
honor to be their colleague in the project, just as it is now to offer
remarks prefacing their monograph.

Paris
September 1969

vi

William 3. Platt
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PREFACE

The authors of this monograph, while graduate students

at the Stanford International Development Education Cente: (SIDEC),

served as consultants to a Stanford Research Institute Team which

prepared an overall education plan for the Trust Territory of the

Pacific Islands (Micronesia).

This monograph is designed to examine that plan, and

the methodology of planning on which it is based, through the

perspective of general models of political, economic, and social

development evolved by the social sciences, in the expectation

that such critical examination will expose both strengths and

weaknesses of the methodology and models alike, and thereby add

to an understanding of planning problems.

We wish to thank the Stanford Research Institute end

the Stanford International Cevelupment Education Center for the

assistance given to us in this project, and to thank Mr. J.

Hawkins and Mr. F. Mahony for their advice An the manuscript.

Any errors of omission and commission are ouA.

Richard Pearse

Keith A. Eietanson



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

An obvious emphasis in modern educational planning -- and one
of quite recent vintage -- is the interdisciplinary character of its
method. Not too long ago educational planning was entirely in the hands
of the educational administrator. The years following World War II
brought a number of developments which first challenged and then pre-
empted the role of the educational administrator as planner. The post-
war population explosion, coupled with the growing demand for education
as a human right, created new pressures for refinements in educational
planning. Attempts to apply educational theory to the multitudinous
developing countries everywhere springing into existence resulted in the
revelation that the theory and the practice were fit for domestic con-
sumption only and could not satisfactorily be exported to these new
nations. Then the economist entered the picture and gave education a
new respectability by demonstrating that it could legitimately be viewed
as an economic investment as opposed to a necessary social cost.

Educational planning soon fell entirely into the domain of the
economist who was able to view education as an independent variable whose
function was to provide sufficient numbers of adequately trained persons
for economically necessary positions.

However, the pendulum was to swing back and in so doing to
challenge the hegemony of the economist. Man was not purely an economic
animal, mid it was claimed that economic educational planning per se was
unable to do justice to man's social, psychological, and political needs
as these related to education. Moreover, attempts at manpower planning
did not yield consistently impressive results. The benefits to be de-
rived from a multi-disciplinary approach seemed obvious; accordingly,
planners and their critics urged that ouch an approach be taken.

The result has been in recent years a heightened interest in
and emphasis on multi-disciplinary planning. Ours is a case study in
such planning. We have taken one area of the world, Micronesia, with
its special problems and unique variables, and have attempted to view
systematically the contribution that a multi-disciplinary approach might
make to the planned development of that area. We have drawn upon models
and strategies suggested by the various disciplines, and we have examined
the assumptions and development plans already extant in Micronesia.
Finally, we have attempted to extrapolate from the information gathered
and to suggest areas that have been overlooked and which are in need of
attention.

- 1 -



CHAPTER II

POLITICAL STRUCTURE AND CHANGE IN MICRONESIA

The Traditional Structures

The Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands is a political
rather than a geographic or cultural entity. It is a collection of 96
inhabited island groups which are spread over 3,000,000 square miles of
the western Pacific, an area comparable in size to continental United
States or to the continent of Australia. Prior to contact with the
west, the islands were inhabited by several times the present population
of 88,000 people.

The traditional social groups who inhabited the islands made
up as many as thirteen d'.stinct, separate, and isolated socio-political
entities (Murdock 194810/. Between them there was no regular contact,
and traditions indicate that the contacts which had occurred in the
past were motivated by attempts of one group to subjugate another by
war.

Within these broups, the pattern of conta-t varied. In the
Western Caroline Islands chain (Lessa 1966) the is-and societies were
linked through a set of chiefs arranged in hierarchical levels. A chief
at each level was the focus for a field of authority over the lesser
chief. on neighboring islands and for the maintenance of a flow of
tribute from his own island to the chiefs of higher authority. Chiefly
authority, ad flow of tribute, and the cultural similarity of the
island communities maintained links between the sixteen main islands of
the group. Where the people of a single large island were able to con-
trol those on small nearby atolls as in the Ponape group, or those of
another large island as in Rusai, greater stability was often achieved
(Murdock 1948a). At one time, before contact with the west, Ponape was
unified under the leadership of a paramount chief. In these societies
there were, however, struggles for authority between the groups which
composed the society. This degree of stable contact within a pattern
of ordered relationships was the exception rather than the rule. In
the Marshall Islands there were many independent chiefs in control of
different islands, and contact with neighboring islands was in the form
of wars to enlarge the sphere of influence of a temporarily powerful
social group. A similar pattern of inter-community competition for
authority was expressed in warfare among the other island groups.

Viewed in comparative perspective against the Polynesian
peoples to the east and the Melanesian peoples to the south, the tra-
ditional cultures and societies of Micronesia can be considered similar,
although the societies on the edges of the current political boundary
have more in common with their neighbors in Polynesia than with some
other Micronesian societies. But, seen in relation to one another, the



Micronesian societies exhibit marked differences in form and in cultures.
Recent ethnography emphasizes the heterogeneity' rather than the similarity
to be found among island groups (Mason 1968). Moreover these differences
in traditional culture have been heightened by acculturation influences
such that the Chamorro people of the Marianas, for example, are sharply
differentiated in social structure, residence and occupational patterns
from the other island societies by virtue of 300 years' domination by
Spain and other colonial powers.

Despite this contact with the west, the dominant theme in
Micronesia is one of social and cultural continuity (the Marianas excep-
ted). Mason, writing in 1968, notes that:

Culturally, the contemporary island societies
are still more Micronesian than anything else. To
describe their traditions in the past tense would
be a distinct disservice to the living generations.

Accordingly, though a brief overview of traditional society cannot capture
the complexity and do justice to the differences between the societies, it
provides the general contex': in which education planning must proceed.

Micronesian societies consist of descent groups arranged on
matrilineal lines. Some societies recognize limited forms of bilateral
descent, but the major resource of land is inherited through the matri-
lineal line. Many combine matrilocal residence with matrilineal descent;
others provide for options in residence and it may take patrilocal form.
The descent groups are combined in clans and the clans Are often dis-
persed on an island or across neighboring island groups (Murdock 1948a).
The lineage is typically a small unit, those on Truk numbering usually
from 30 to 40 members (Murdock 1948h; Goodenough 1948). A number of
lineages constitute a clan and a number of classes make up the social
units of villages. Villages, linked by overlapping class-formed group-
ings, unite, at least temporarily, under a chief, and these chiefly
units which are identified with a land area often combine to form con-
federations. Confederations in turn may form a sociopolitical unit,
united with varying degrees of stability under the influence of a para-
mount chief (Vidich 1949).

The degree of vertical integration of the sociopolitical units
varies from society to society and across time within societies, partly
as a function of the dynamic provided by a continual striving for pres-
tige and control over land resources by the groups within the island
societies. In the nineteenth century, Palau had a number of paramount
chiefs among whom two established greater power. These chiefs and their
followers divided the island into two competing political systems. In
the Marshalls, conflicts among a number of competing chiefdoms continued
into the late nineteenth century (Murdock 1948a).

Within Micronesian societies, the clans are arranged in a series
of hierarchical ranking clans of unequal status. Thus, Micronesian
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society is far from being egalitarian. Mason (1947) and Murdock (1948a)
have both applied feudal analogies to the relationships among these
social groups. The inequality of ranks and of participation in the
society which applied throughout Micronesia is well illustrated by
Palau as described by Vidich (1949). The Meteet were the clan groups
who could trace descent to the two topmost ranking clans. They were
wealthy, possessed a superior knowledge of Lhe island's culture,
possessed exclusive knowledge of certain classes of Palauan money, and
wielded authority. The Bukalul could trace connections with the Meteet,
but not with the highest clans. They had a knowledge ce history, special
but not exclusive knowledge of some classes of Falauan money, and they
served as a check on the authority of the Meteet. Below these in
authority and participation were the Olues Blue who were excluded from
political power and knowledge of Palauan history and money, and the
Ebuul who were recent migrants in the position of having to show respect
to all.

The economies of Micronesian societies also exhibit common
general cha:.Acteristics. The family was the unit through which the
individual had access to the land he needed for subsistence. its rights
in turn were derived from its membership in a clan and the clan's rights
by virtue of its rflationship to a chief.

The individual's membership in a kin group and his relation-
ship in rank to the chief provided the system of incentives which regu-
lated production, given a technology which would produce only non -
storpble foodstuffs ane the lack of a market system. Tire, the family
was required to meet obligations to kin, to overproduce in order to meet
the needs of poorer kinsmen. The family responded to the denand to pay
tithes to the chiefs in order that the chief, in an unequel but never-
theless reciprocal way, could distribute the exzess production and thus
gain reputation and followers (Sahlins 1968: 75-79).

This description of access to land resources, the organization
of production, and the incentives for production illustrates the way in
which th,! economic systems throughout Micronesia were embedded in the
social and political systems. Not only were their boundaries cotermi-
nous, but a man's kinship position, his social status, his access to
wealth, and his relationship to the hierarchy of chiefs were but differ-
ent aspects of his single location in the kinship structure.

The eccnomic system, though based on the principal of reci-
procity among members of the lineage and between groups as large as
island societies, also formed a basis for social and political rivalry
between individuals and groups through linkages with the system of un-
equal ranks. The status of individuals and groups did, over 'time, change
within limits, and the accumulation and display of wealth formed an im-
portant base for status mobility. Mason (1968: 289) notes that economic
and social competitiveness was common in all societies, though manifest
more openly in some than in others. Thus motivations toward the acqui-
sition of wealth and toward changes in social status are part of Micro-
nesian culture.
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The case of language brings us to consider not only the rela-
tionships between the societies deemed "designs for 111,ing,"1 but the
relationships between them as seen by the peoples of the separate islands.
For it serves little to classify languages as "basically similar" if those
who speck then find them mutually unintelligible. Linguistic classifica-
tion shows that the dialects of Yap, Palau, and the Marianls differ from
all the other languages and from each other. The languages for all other
Micronesian islands are closely related, and those of the Polynesian group-
ings are similar to each other but different from all others in Micronesia.
A sc-lo-linguistic classification, however, based on the criterion of WL1-
tual intelligibility of languages, appears to :support a larger number of
distinctions.2

The relatirdnshtp of any Micronesian kin group to other in

groups was between thosfl. who belonged to the same culture avi:a. Cultural
diversity was not experienced. Relations within the kin group were sup-
pore.ve and pos:.tive, although the ranking of clans gave rise to competi-
tion for status. Relations among the kin groups organized under chiefs
were sowetimes overtly competitive and hostile, and even in st&.1e chief-
doms there vas competition for power between chiefs and followers. It is
not surprisIng from this pattern of relationships that the traditional
orientatiols of Micronesian societies were distinguished by etnnocentrism
and a grading of sociability, morality, and esteem in accordaws?. with the
closeness or distance of the kinship relationships. Solidarity was con-
fined to the kin group, Pnd relations with non-kin were actually or
incipiently competitive and/or hostile. Contact with the other Micro-
nesians who participated in other sociopolitical uni7s hurCreds of miles
across the sea was absent.

Thus, the cultural similarity between the Micronesian societies,
while it dwarfs the small differences in language, social stru...tures, and
political organization, does not, promote solidarity between the ranking
classes or the groups vying for political authority. Feelings of soli-
darity are confined to thot,e with whom the individual can share substan-
tive or fictive kinship.

1To adopt Lessa's phrase from Ulithi: A Micronesian Design for

2Nine major languages, each with dialect variations are recognized
as different for purposes of communication.
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The Impact of Contact with the West and Eac: Upon Micronesian Society

The westernmost islands of Micronesia, the Marianas, formally
became a possession of Spain in 1564. Left alone for a hundred years,
the first Christian mission was set up in 1688 to be followed by severe
repression of the Chamorro people. The population rose up against the
Spanish and the Spanish retaliated harshly. The Japanese historian,
Yaneihara (1940: 41) claims that as a result of the introduction of
disease and of repression, the Chamorro population decreased from an
estimated 50,000 in 1688 to 3700 in 1710. Id the latter year, the re-
maiang population was gathered from the several islands and transported
to Guam. This population intermarried with Spanish, settlers and the
origiral society was transformed into a familiotio one with individual
owneruhip of land in which vestiges of the original culture remained in
the language only. The population remained at the same level for two
centuries -- the Chamorro population of Saipan in 1935 was recorded at
3, ?00 (Yanaihara

Contact between the other islands of Micronesia and the west
came much later, Intermittent contact between the island peoples and
whalers and copra traders increased during the 18th and 19th centuries.
The chief consequence of such contact w8a the decimation of some island
populations through diseases against which Micronesians had no resist-
ance. Toward the latter half of the 19th century, permanent missionary
enterprises became established on the major island groups. An American
mission was founded in the Marshalls in 1852, a mission on Truk in 1879,
and Spanish missions on Palau and Ponape in the mid-1890's. teach tts-

cion was small and its influence spread slowly. Mission policies sought
to introduce Christianity rather than to change the island societies.

The small unstable chiefdoms became appendages of European
empires, one by one, at the close of the 19th century. The Spanish
government established offices in Yap and Ponape in 1886-87, and Spanish
missionaries arrived in Palau in 1891. By agzeement between Germany and
Britain the Marshalls became a German protectorate in 1885 and the Gil-
bert Islands came under the control of Britain. With the Spanish-
American War in 1899, Germany bought the Marianas and the Caroline group
from Spain and the United States took possession of the Mariana island
of Guam.

The present borders of this new political entity of Micronesia
were created by warfare and bargaining between the then world powers.
The close correspondence between the boundaries of the political entity
and the traditional sociocultural entity was essentially accidental,
though fortuitous.

Germany's defeat in the 1914-18 war led to the acquistion of
control by Japan. Japan established a naval administtation during the
war and was granted a Class C mandate over Micronesia by the League of
Nations in 1922. The major principle of the Class C mandate was that
the territory could be best administered under the laws of the mandatory
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country as an integral part of the ulandatory's territory (Yanaihara 1940).
Japan colonized Micronesia as it proceeded to convert the islands into a
valuable economic resource. From the mid-1930'i, the islands were mili-
tarized as a series of bases for Japan's war effort in World War II. The

islands were captured by United States forces toward the end of the war.
Micronesia came under U.S. Naval administration from 1941 to 1951, became
a strategic trusteeship of the United Nations under U. S. administration
in 1947, and, with the exception of the Mariana Islands, has been admini-
stered by a U. S. civil administration since 1951. Ti-e Marianas, under
Naval control and the site for a Central Intelligence Agency installation,
were also placed under civil control in 1962.

A major characteristic of this contact with foreign powers has
been its unevenness across the island societies. Societies in the Mari-
anas were altered radically by 300 years of Spanish influence while the
other societies had only marginal contact with the west, and the Mariana
societies experienced the most intensive interactions with the Japanese.
Within the societies that have been under western administration for just
over two tend a half generations, contact has also been uneven, although
the contra "t is less sharp. The German administration was manned by few
personnel and the chief non-administrative roles were those of a small
number of traders engaged in buying copra. The strongest thrust of
Japan's colonization and economic activities was in the nroductive islands
of the Marianas, at first for sugar, and later for the construction of
military bases, and of Palau for fishing and extraction of phosphate.
The Japanese population in the Marianas in 1935 was approximately
40,000; in Palau in 1938 it was 20,000 (Vidich 1949). For the mandated
territory as a whole, the number of Japanese increased from 3,671 in
1920 to 62,305 in 1937, by which time it outnumbered the Micronesian
population of 50,849. Those islands which had less potential for eco-
nomic exploitation but which were used as military bases experienced a
small Javnese administration until the late 1920's and then felt a much
stronger impact. The Japanese pope: Ition in the Marshalls in 1938 was
only 5041, but shortly afterwards there was an influx of military labor,
and "thousands of troops" were stationed there during the war. The

smaller islands which were neither productive nor useful for military
bases experienced only a marginal but effective military control.

The second major characteristic of contact has been the sudden
reversals of patterns of contact and of policies affecting Micronesian
people brouFb. about by changes from one controlling power to another.

The intensity of contact as measured by the number of foreigners
in Micronesia forms one graphic illustration.The German administration
numbered about 25 officials, all of whom left after the First World War.
In 1938, there were 62,305 Japanese in Micronesia, all of whom were re-
patriated after the Second World War, and in 1960 there were 236 American

1
These figures are from Chave (1947) who quotes from a Japanese

mandated territory report of October, 1937.
2
Chave (1947) quotation from L. Mason, The Economic Origin of the

Marshalls, April 1947, manuscript.
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officials (the figure for foreign-born has increased dramatically since
1960; 1967 data show 2,190 in Micronesia), No less important were re-
versals in the policies followed for political control of the islands,
cor the growth of the economies, and for the patterns of cultural evolu-
tion which Micronesians should follow. Though these are inseparable in
fact, it will assist our analysis to examine these as separate strands
of change.

Both Germans and Japanese effected strong administration
through policies combining direct and indirect rule. Where chiefs were
considered to be ineffective, they were deposed and replaced. The
chiefs were made responsible for collection of taxes to be paid to the
government. While some chiefs lost power because the administration
prohibited warfare and withheld from them the right to impose a death
penalty (Chave 1947), others were given greater authority in new ju-
dicial powers, as in the case of German-administered Truk (Murdock and
Goodenough 1947). Despite these variations, the policies tended to
utilize the authority of the chief as an arm of the system of administra-
tion. Yet it does appear that, with the exception of Truk, the chiefs'
roles were limited essentially to the maintenance of traditional ways
and the collection of taxes. It was the German and Japanese officials
who exercised the authority which changed the way of life of the people.
In Palau, the German constable made and enforced the rules for the
planting of new coconuts, and the Japanese Navy and civil administra-
tions made the vital decisions that shaped the economy, set wages, and
enforced the law. Chiefs who did not cooperate in development schemes
were deposed and their power over the allocation of land and the settle-
ment of disputes was taken over by the administration (Vidich 1949). In

Japanese times, the administration began to recruit Micronesians into
the lower levels of the bureaucracy, and the Japanese carried on the
German practice of admitting Micronesians into the police force.

The policy of the United States administration in the 1950's
and early 1960's reversed this strong trend away from chiefly authority.
The administration retained control over the agencies of law and order,
but sought to increase the role of the chiefs as authorities within
customary law and added judicial and administrative functions. It
developed mixed elected (non-chiefs) and appointed (chiefs) bodies at
the municipal and later at the district level which proffered advice to
the administration and made circumscribed local rules. This policy,
however, was short lived. In te mid-1960's the policy of the United
States administration was to make these local councils, like the Con-
gress of Micronesia, wholly elective bodies. Chiefly office no longer
will carry with it chiefly authority in political affairs.

Japanese economic policy was the commercial exploitation of
Micronesian resources by Japanese immigrants. The thrust of the policy
brought about a radical change in Micronesian society which has had
permanent consequences, but paradoxically, it has had little permanent
effect upon the pattern of Micronesian agriculture. For despite the
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rapid growth of the Micronesian economy during Japanese rule, Micronesi-
ans were often involved only at the periphery as laborers and always at
very limited levels of skill. The management, the skilled, and even un-
skilled workers were predominantly Japanese. They built imposing econo-
mic enterprises -- almost all of which were wiped out during the Second
World War.

In Palau the Japanese had constructed a modern
city as the headquarters for their administra-
tion over Micronesia . . . in Truk the Japanese
had established a major naval base, commercial
fishing, fish freezing and processing . . . on
Ponape they had greatly expanded agricultural
activities and processing activities based on
agricultural produce . . . on Saipan thriving
and prosperous enterprises.

After the war, not only the business avid
the people, but most of the infrastructure --
the roads and causeways, community facilities,
electric and water syttems, harbor and other
facilities were gone.'

Yet in those centers where the economic and administrative
activity was most intensive in Japanese times, new roles, located out-
side subsistence agriculture and the ties of kinship, were created for
Micronesians. In Palau, the Marianas, and Ponape, there emerged Micro-
nesian government employees, small-scale traders, and small groups of
semi-urbanized skilled and unskilled men and their families. These
groups were a resource base available for the participation of Microne-
sians in the growth of administration and the economy under the United
States administration.

However, United States economic policy for Micronesia to the
mid-1960's did not continue the dynamic generated by the Japanese. The

policy was to return to the subsistence agricultural base and to develop
copra production as a means for Micronesians to earn a small cash income.
Exceptions to this policy were the Marianas, where the population is
largely urbanized, and the islands of Kwajalein ari Majuro in the Mar-
shells, which as sites for U.S. rocket bases, became settlements for the
families of Micronesian wage laborers. The policy has not applied where
these strategic needs of the U.S. were dominant. But on other islands
alienation of Micronesian land was restricted and commercial exploita-
tion of the islands by non-Micronesians was curtailed. Clerical work, a
fey semi-skilled trades, teaching, and medical work were almost the only
avenues to the modern economic sector which were open to Micronesians.

1
Robert R. Nathan Associates, Economic Development Plan for Micro-

nesia, Washington: Nathan Associates, p. 21. (This paper is hereinafter
referred to as the Nathan report.)
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United States post-war policy also reversed the Japanese ori-
entation toward cultural activities. The'Japanese emphasized a goal of
assimilation for the Micronesians who moved toward Japanese patterns of
conduct. Their schooling system emphasized the virtues of Japanese
modes of life and considerable stress was placed on the learning of the
Japanese language. A select few were chosen to pursue post-elementary
studies in Japan. The Annual Report to the League of Nations for 1932
describes their treatment:

The pupils are treated with sympathy and liberality
in order to promote good manners and to elevate
their personal character so they may grow up capa-
ble of enjoying the blessings of advanced civiliza-
tion.

During United States administration the official policy became
one of enabling Micronesians to determine the direction of their own
cultural change. American personnel themselves vary widely in the atti-
tudes they adopt toward Micronesian culture. At the policy level, how-
ever, and in the institutions which have been established, the objectives
are those of adaptation and acculturation rather than assimilation to
United States standards. The school system has consistently provided a
place for Micronesian languages as well as for English, and the majority
of teachers have been recruited locally. From a Micronesian perspec-
tive, however, the change in policy has been less salient than the
change from a system of rewards located in the nexus of Japanese culture
to one associated with the United States.

Despite the more intensive economic, administrative, and edu-
cational efforts of the Japanese, Micronesian societies, other than
those in the Marianas, showed little permanent change in form at the
end of the Second World War. In a survey carried out for the United
States administration in 1948, G. P. burdock (1948b: 2) reported that,
except for the Marianas,

the local cultures are everywhere
still functional and still essentially aborigi-
nal in character . . . the old subsistence
agriculture has not been destroyed.

But if the form of the societies had changed little, the needs
and wants of the people in many of those societies had changed a great
deal. In Murdock's view, the Palauans had an eager desire to acquire
western goods and to accept western ideas and modes of living. The
Trukese wished to acquire material goods but to retain their own social
organization and systems of authority. The Yapese wished to be left
alone. This uneven dynamic for change was partially the chief conse-
quence of fifty years of colonial administration. In the Marianas, to
a lesser degree in Palau, and to a still lesser degree in the other
islands, it was associated with the emergence of new occupational roles
which were not based on rights to land through kinship.



As a result of coming under one administration, some contact
between the societies had been established, though policemen were usu-
ally the only category of workers who spent time away from their socie-
ties in German times. The Japanese had set up inter-island athletic
competitions which, as well as promoting contact between different socie-
ties, had provided some common activity for the competing groups within
societies. The slogan "Palau for the Palauans" was one outcome of these
competitions. Certainly no feelings of unity between erstwhile separate
communities were engendered; rather, as this slogan would illustrate, the
chief effect of this contact may have been to sharpen Micronesian aware-
ness of regional differences.

United States Policy for Political Change

United States policies for political changes in Micronesia are
described as evolutionary by the administration. The goal has been to
establish a system which will allow Micronesians to take an increasing
role in the decision-making processes through their own institutions
augmented by those which are deemed necessary to promote development:

The administration holds these (traditional
sociopolitical) structures must form the basis
of a natural evolutionary process of advance-
ment (hence) an attempt is made to
encourage wise selection, adaptation and appli-
cation of features of other political structures
which will contribute to advancement (Trust
Territory Administration Annual Report 1961-62:
14).

The administration established under American rule has been a
centralized bureaucracy directed by Americans which reaches into village
life. The limits on its downward penetration are self-imposed and in-
volve a limitation on the application of civil law, and the acceptance
of advice as to appropriate bureaucratic action from elected or appointed
municipal councils. In the last half decade, the powers have been ex-
panded to include the making of local rules but these have required the
approval of the local bureaucracy. The established legal system is
independent of the bureaucracy.

The municipal councils have boundaries which coincide with
traditional social and political units with the exception of those in
the Marshall islands which overlap into communities with other heredi-
tary chieftains. They are small -- Truk for example had 39 municipali-
ties in 1962 -- and they are recent -- ten having been created in the
last five years. They express at the local level the policy of the
administration which is to proceed in an "evolutionary" and gradual way.
Their membership is partly elected and partly appointed to represent tra-
ditional chiefs. There is a movement to convert to a completely elected
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membership upon the death of the present hereditary incumbents.

District legislatures, with more inclusive boundaries, and
with a wholly elected voting membership, have been established gradually
since 1953. Their functions originally included the raising of local
taxes in the form of import taxes and the provision of elementary edu-
cation. Since the formation of the central congress, the district legis-
latures depend upon the return of taxation levied in the district by the
congress for their resources, and education financing and control has
passed to the U.S. administration.

The most significant step toward establishing organizations
which will provide minimum necessary conditions for state building was
the creation in 1964 of a central, bicameral legislative body called
the Congress of Micronesia. Recruitment to the organization is by uni-
versal franchise of voters over the age of 18. Candidates must be aged
25 and over. Although the electorates follow district lines, they in-
corporate and combine local social groups, thus exerting pressures
toward less particularistic representation by the elected. The functions
of the congress include rule making, extraction of resources by means of
taxation, and distribution of resources, although these latter powers are
reserved to revenue locally raised and exclude the United States grant.
It is excluded from legislating so 9S to affect United States treaties,
orders nf the Secretary, Department of the Interior, the Bill of Rights
of the Territory, and of applying a higher rate of taxation to citizens
of the United States resident in Micronesia. We have noted above that
the legislation has no executive relationship to the bureaucracy although
it may make laws that pertain to it.

The consequences of this new structure for the development of
unification appear to be uneven at different levels.

1
Although admini-

strators and district legislatures in Truk and in the Marshalls felt
that the American principle of setting up single-member electorates
would act to promote a greater disunity than the then present boundaries,
the principle was carried into effect and the districts were divided. A
similar process of dividing municipalities was followed in the Marianas
and the traditional Yapese empire was divided into two constituencies.
In Ponape District the cultural affinity between the different groups
was used as the basis for apportioning constituencies (Meller 1967: 459-
463). Operating against this tendency to fragment traditional units,
the overall effect of dividing Micronesia into 21 constituencies will
provide fewer units than were present in the traditional systems. The
provision of a locus with central authority can be expected to force
legislators and their constituents to become oriented to Micronesian-
wide issues at the same time that it may increase the rivalries which
are based on individual groupings.

1
The apportionment of constituencies may be reviewed by the General

Assembly in 1971.
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The impact of the structure on emergent political parties has
been to encourage those which are more gradualist and espouse po;,cies
which are favorable to the concept of a duited Micronesia. in Palau, the
Liberal Party which supports a separatist "Palau for the Palauans" policy,
and in the Marianas, the Popular Party which supports the union (:$. the

Marianas with the territory of Guam, have each been disadvantaged elec-
torally (Meller 1967).

The United Nations Trusteeship Council in the last half decade
has exerted pressures for political change upon the American administra-
tion. U. N. policy has been to sharpen the awareness of both the Ameri-
can administration and the Micronesians as to the exact nature of the
political alternatives implicit in the Trusteeship agreement. In its
view the alternatives are three. Micronesia may choose to request a form
of political integration with the United States, either through becoming
a county of the state of Hawaii or by becoming a Territory with Guam.
This alternative is at present opposed by the U.N. unless it is demon-
strated that the choice is made by Micronesians in full awareness of the
legal and economic effects of inclusion in the United States. Micronesia
may choose independence, realizing that it will be dependent heavily upon
external financial assistance. Micronesia and the United States may de-
velop some form of free association which will allow the long-range future
of the Trust Territory to be determined. Above all, the U.N. emphasizes
that the choice by Micronesia should be one which has been fully considered
by mature and wet.- informed leadership. The U.N. therefore favors a delay
in making final recisions until this condition is met.

In 1966 the Congress of Micronesia asked the United States to
create a commission to consider Micronesia's future political status.
In August, 1967, President Lyndon Johnson sought authority from the
Congress of the United States to appoint a commission to prepare an
expression of opinion on self-government by the Micronesian people. The

expression of opinion is to be "as soon as possible, and not later than
June 30, 1972".4 The U.S. Congress has not established this commission,
but the Micronesian Congress has established its own commission to re-
port on the future status of the Territory.

The decision '.)y Micronesians and the United States among the
options available to Micronesians is clearly the most critical decision
in Micronesia's immediate political future. A target late for the 01e-

cision has been determined by the United States. It is the present ia-
tention of the U.S administration in Micronesia that the form of ex-
pression of Micronesian ofinion will be by plebiscite.

The type of decisions which now lie immediately before the
Micronesian political system, the fat.: that the decisions are to involve

NS* 11
1
Report of the United Nations Visiting Mission to the Trust Terri-

tory of the Pacific Islands, to the Trusteeship Council, 1964.
2
Joint Resolution Regarding the Status of the Trust Territory of

the Pacific islands. Press 7elease, Saipan, 1967.
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all of the people of the Territory on the ideal basis that the vote of
each is equal, and the fact that there is.a centralized political forum,
all indicate just how revolutionary, rather than evolutionary, the po-
litical changes have been, particularly in the last decade. The prob-
lems posed by the political growth in the present and in the future are
those of promoting the type of revolutionary changes which will allow
Micronesia to exercise responsible choices about its future and be
viable as part of a modern state, in free association with a modern
state, or as an independent self-governing state. Each of these politi-
cal statuses would require a higher degree of effectiveness of Microne-
sian participation in political processes than now exists.

The Political. Future

Wnat types of problems are posed by tasks of the present and
immediate future of Micronesia? The task of planning requires some
conception of these problems and of the likely pattern of growth which
lies ahead. Comparative analysis of empirical data derived from case
histories in political growth has yielded several classes of inferences
which can assist us to arrive at these conceptions. Since the infer-
ences are derived from empirical cases which have occurred in the past
and which in some senses are each unique, their validity for Micronesia
now and in the future must rest on logical analysis of the dynamics of
Micronesian conditions.

One alas of inferences includes those which have led to the
construction of political system models which specify the functions
necessary for any political system operating at the level of a unified
polity. Inferences can also be made to form propositions as to the
nature of the functions necessary for growth in the system, propositions
in the form that a given function must be carried out if other functions
are to follow. Thirdly, hypotheses can be derived as to the variables
or conditions which must be present to support these essential functions.

One set of propositions has been developed by G. A. Almond
and G. B. Powell (1966). The functional requisites of a political sys-
tem are conceived of as tile power or capacity to carry out the following
activities:

a) the extraLtion of resources needed to support the
system from outside and inside the polity,

b) the formulation And enforcement of rules within
the society,

c) the creation and distribution of material and
non-material rewards,

d) the creation of effective symbols, and
e) functional responses to the demands of members

of the polity.
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Growth in a political system is an increase in the capacity of
the system to carry out these functions. Since the functions are inter-
dependent, an increase in the level of capability can follow from an in-
crease in the level of any function. The responsiveness of the system
to demands made upon it and its capacity to create and distribute re-
wards, however, depend upon a prior increase in the system's capacity to
extract material and non-material resources from its environment and its
capacity to regulate the society. These relationships among the func-
tions support the hypothesis that there are necessary conditions for
growth, and among them, increases in the resources and power must occur
firs::. The inferences, then, lead to an explicit strategy for political
growth.

The variables which directly affect the growth of these capa-
bilities are located in a number of structures in the society. The com-
position and the development orientation of the politically active elites
provide a vital direction to the capability and growth strategy of the
system. The material resources provided by the internal and external eco-
nomic systems determine the levels of the extractive and distributive
capacities. The institutional framework, particularly the skill and
values of those who fill roles in the bureaucracy, is especially germane
to the regulative and responsive capabilities. Since the coercive power
of all participatory political systems depends in the last analysis upon
the support of the polity, and the coercive power of polities in the
early stages of growth is relatively limited, all activities of the sys-
tem depend upon the level of popular support which it is able to maintain.

C. E. Black (1966) has suggested, on the basis of his compara-
tive analysis, that the historical conditions of colonialism and the
functional conditions of the traditional sociopolitical structures give
rise to particular seta of problems in the colonial and ex-colonial
polities. Because these polities are made up of previously unintegrated
societies, a major task for the political system is to promote integra-
tion at the new level. This task 4epends upon increases in the several
capabilities made explicit in the model above,and upon the strategies of
the leadership and growth in the support given the leadership by the
population. The lack of viability of the traditional political struc-
tures means that the new central authority has to establish direct links
with the population or with those traditional structures which can carry
out functions for the central government. The weakness of the tradi-
tional institutions relative to the central authority means that con-
flicts in authority do not pose as serious a threat to central authority
as they do in societies where traditional structures have high capabili-
ties, but it does mean that the need to extend direct control to the
population, and to obtain its direct support, places stress on the
capacity of the central authority.

The analysis of the applicability of these propositions to the
Micronesian case requires that we take certain prior assumptions about
the goals for growth of the system and the timing of actions to reach
these goals.
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It follows from the goals accepted by the United States and
established by the Trusteeship Agreement that Micronesia will move
toward "self-government or independence as may be appropriate to the
particular circumstances of the Trust Territory and its peoples and the
freely expressed wishes of the people concerned."1 It is clear that
this expression of the wishes of Micronesian citizens will be sought in
the next few years. The necessity for this expression means that the
political system will need to respond with an articulation of its con-
cerns for the future and a choice between alternatives.

From this point there are a number of alternatives. Should
some form of territorial status, or incorporation into an existing state
of the United States be offered to Micronesia, and be accepted through
an expression of Micronesian opinion, the form of self-government which
would follow would be limited in functions. Moreover, these goals allow
for the possibility that the present boundaries of Micronesia could be
modified in a number of ways. It is conceivable that the ew boundaries
could include the Territory of Guam or the state of Hawaii. Should
territorial status be continued, the goal would be growth of the system
toward a future point of self-determination, and a retention until that
point of the goal of further integrating the present polity.

Goals which imply the replacement by indigenous institutions
of the political functions at present performed by the Administering
Authority would follow from a decision by the United States and Micro-
nesians to accept the alternatives of autonomous self-government, with
or without some special form of association with the United States.
Such goals imply that there will be future acts of self-determination
as between the range of alternatives between forms of self-government
with association and self-government and independence. They would
clearly require a sharply increased capacity in all parts of a Micro-
nesian political system within the present geographical boundaries.

A third set of implications for growth in the political systa
would follow if an expression of Micronesian opinion chose the alterna-
tive of self-government and independence as an immediate goal and this
goal were to be accepted by the United States. This goal implies a more
rapid movement toward self-sufficiency in the political, economic, anti
social resources of Micronesia.

The separate probability that each of these different goals
will emerge from the aggregation of Micronesian, U. S., and U. N. views
in the immediate future can be assessed only on the basis of subjective
judgments.

The UniLed Nations is clearly opposed to any form of incorpo-
ration into the United States or its territories until there have been

1
joint Resolution of Cie Senate and House of Representatives of

the United States of America. Reprinted in Stanford Research Institute,
Planning for Education and Manpower in Micronesia. denlo Park: Stan-
ford Research Institute, December 1967, p. 195.
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further attempts to unify Micronesia, and until the Micronesian people
are fully aware of the range of alternatives which lies before them:

A special responsibility rests on the trusteeship
system to insure that tho choice (of future politi-
cal alternatives) is a fully considered one. Self-
determination now would come at a high point of
American aid and would almost certainly result in
an option for integration with the U. S. or with
Guam (Report of the U. N. Visiting Mission 1964,
Ch. VI).

Nevertheless, a strong expression of Micronesian opinion
favorable to some form of incorporation in the early 1970's could lead
to the acceptance of this goal should the view, or the influence of the
United Nations on trusteeship matters change from that of the mid-1960's.

The alternative of self-government and independence as an
immediate goal can be assessed against a number of factors. At this
juncture, there is no expression of this view in any of the localized
political parties within Micronesia, nor in any organized group of the
political elite who advance this policy. There has been no statement by
the United States that it would continue its present level of assistance
to Micronesia should this alternative be chosen, nor any American pro-
nouncement that they would favor this alternative. It is United States
policy to commence a program of ' ttensified expenditure in Micronesia,
particularly in the field of the provision of transportation and communi-
cation facilities within and between the various districts; this increased
expenditure is planned to take place over the next few years. Each of
these factors would seem to decrease the probability that Micronesians
and the United States would move toward this alternative in the immedi-
ate future.

Given the assumption that both the views and influence of the
United Nations remain constant over the next five years, the probability
increases that there will be further exercises in forms of self-determi-
nation by the Micronesian polity to follow the initial expression of
opinion. It follows from American acceptance of United Nations policy
that these choices will include forma of autonomous self-government as
available options. The set of goals with the highest probability in the
1970's is that which is associated with further expressions of opinion on
the political future within the range of alternatives provided by the
possibilities of self-government with or without special forms of asso-
ciation with the United States.

On the basis of these considerations we shall adopt as a
working hypothesis the view that Micronesia's future is most likely to
require the Micronesian people and political system to make a series o£
choices as Micronesia moves toward self-determination, and that self-
deteralnation is most likely to mean a high degree of autonomous self-
government. If some form of early incorporation into existing political
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units does become the adopted policy, this working hypothesis will place
a higher emphasis than is necessary upon the goals of unificr.tion and a
high level of autonomy. If early self-government as an independent
polity becomes the accepted policy, the working hypothesis will under-
estimate the urgency of the conditions necessary to this political sta-
tus. Clearly, the availability of these several options and the present
uncertainty of the political future demand that planning related to the
future will need to be continuously adjusted as policies are defined.

The relationships can now be drawn between this hypothesis and
the propositions as to the necessary conditions for political growth
which we have spelled out above, together with the general requirements
which these relationships impose. upon the education system.

The present capacity of the Micronesian political system to
extract resources from within Micronesia is very low. Increases in this
capacity will depend upon the growth of the Micronesian economy and upon
the stability of the expectation level of the people. While this level
varies from island group to island group, there is a "rising level of
expectation" throughout the islands. Rapid growth in the productive
sector of the economy depends upon a prior heavy economic investment in
a transport and facilities infrastructure, investments in efforts to
increase agricultural productivity, and future political decisions which
will affect the existing land tent rc :Istem and the conditions under
which capital from outside will opetca.

Micronesia is at present dependent upon external assistance
from the United States. Its chief resources are its titatus as a Trustee-
ship under United States administration and its strategic position as an
island umbrella over vast areas of the Pacific Ocean. The value of its
location depends in part upon a United States assessment of its worth
rather than upon its independent value to Micronesians. Its location,
however, between the East and the West and its historical importance to
Japan before the Second World War indicate that Micronesia may be able
to use its location as a basis for the extraction of future resources
from nations other than the United States should it wish.

The two major condition,. for increased material capacity,
therefore, are a political rtrattgy which will promote economic growth
and the growth of a realization by political leadership of the network
of international relationships which are possible on the basis of Micro-
nesia's geographical and strategic location. The population as a whole,
but particularly the political leadership, needs to be appraised of the
relationship between an increase in the resources available to tile
government, the level of demand on it, and the relationship Micronesia
forges with other nations.

The development of an effective strategy places demands upon
Micronesian leadership to formulate and win support for a wide range of
policies which reach into the fabric of the society. Policies for growth
will involve questions of the importation of capital and labor, of
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changes in the system of land tenure, and as to the levels of social
change consequent upon economic policy which are desired by Micronesians.
Here we can agree with Slack's proposition that the generation and con-
solidation of a leadership capable of grappling with these complex issues
is the primary need in political growth. High-level formal education, in-
service education for important civil servants, programs for the partici-
pants in emerging political parties, and the spread of information through
means which will reach the population at large will all be necessary to
generate and support a leadership capable of these functions.

In very broad terms, the new Micronesian political systems at
the central and local levelo are transitional with respect to their
functions of formulating and enforcing laws. The traditional functions
of the chiefs whose powers were based upon hereditary rights to land and
their membership of superior clans are being transferred to elected poli-
ticians whose influence is increasingly based upon their status in new
prestigous roles. Advice to the rule makers is being rendered by bureau-
crats and 'numbers of political parties, and the rules are being enforced
by courts of law and a police force. The transfer of authority from the
Trust Territory administration to the elected Congress and to Microne-
sian administrators is a bare beginning in the transition to autonomous
self-government. The speed of this transition depends upon the growth
of the capability of Micronesians in the roles of their emerging legis-
lature, administration, legal systems, and the growth of support for
these throughout the entire polity.

The most salient aspect of this capability from the perspective
of the United States administration is the technical skills of the occu-
pants of these institutions. Their need for this skill calls for inten-
sive instructional experience for the present occupants by means of for-
mal and informal education and the experience which comes from more de-
manding roles. For those whose formal education is not yet complete, it
means providing those forms of tertiary education which are carefully
selected to prepare for policy formulation and skilled professional
roles.

The more demanding aspect of these new roles, however, is that
the decision-making processes most be oriented to goals and methods which
are appropriate for the total Micronesian society and which will be sup-
ported by the diverse locally oriented societies which constitute the
polity. At present, the views of some interest groups have been anti-
thetic to the goal of a unified polity, as we have noted above. This

capability will rest upon the growth of national sentiments, an aware-
ness of national problems, and an awareness of cultural similarity
throughout the population.

The patterns of isolation or conflict in traditional society
and the cultural values which gave rise to a kin-based ethnocentrism
constitute some of the obstacles to this growth. The uneven change in
Micronesia and the reversals of direction which have been associated
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with it have led to differences in local goals. Moreover, the colonial
experience has done little to promote the contact of members of the
major societies. Even under the recent United States administration,
the policy has been to localize the roles for Micronesians in the ad-
ministrative and social development institutions. Few Micronesians have
been able to take up roles which are fully independent of their partici-
pation in kin-oriented groups, fnd still fewer have lived and worked in
societies other than their own.

The present function 4 the Congress of Micronesia is limited
with respect to the legislation it may enact and with respect to the
allocation of locally raised funds. Its powers can be expected to ex-
tend to the distribution of the development grants made by the United
States. The power of the Congress of Micronesia to make allocations of
these funds between the local groups will increase the intensity of
interaction of the societies, and force the political system to cooper-
ate and establish common goals and the polity to recognize them. Con-
currently it will increase the degree of competition and conflict of
interest between them on the basis of the local societies which form
the predominant electoral base. This competition would seem likely to
increase as the role of the political system changes from a distribution
of revenues provided by the United States to the raising and re-distri-
bution of taxation upon Micronesians. 4 Although the timing of this
change depands upon the uncertain direction of political growth, its
inevitaltlity is inherent in the concept of a high -legree of autonomy
for Micronesia. These distributive and re-distributive functions will
increase the significance of the acceptcnce of common goals by the popu-
lation for effective rule-making functions by the political system. In-

deed, they may be the necessary condition by which the political leaders
can maintain legitimacy and some degree of stability.

The task of effective rule making, from this perspective, is
but an aspect of the task of developing a much greater degree of politi-
cal, economic, and social integration within Micronesia. An important
means to this end is the provision of roles for Micronesians which are
separated from a kinship base and are located in the new occupations.
These roles should be associated with the geographic mobility which will
intensify contact and the recognition of common goals and similarity be-
tween members of different societies.

1
As we note below with respect to the development of career roles

for teachers, almost without exception the present Micronesian teachers
are appointed to work in their own island society.

2
The divisiveness of the processes inherent in the practice of

modern electoral politics Iv societies in which orientations are based
on locality is documented by Oeerta (1963).
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The task for education, in torn, is to promote the skills which
will make these roles viable. The central concept here is education for
career roles. Because mobile career roles are tenable only for those with
the skill which provides for an income independent of the locality in
which the person works, a level of skill is implied. The forms of edu-
cation germane to this task are those which will upgrade the levels of
skill in the present Micronesian work force, and those which will pro-
vide increasing numbers of Micronesian students with secondary and ter-
tiary education. Educational policies will need to be matched by sys-
tems of incentives to encourage mobility and career orientation.

Another significant means to facilitate integration is the
development and use of common languages through education while at the
same time providing a place for the traditional languages. Policy de-
cisions will be necessary here as between alternatives of encouraging
the use of Japanese by the older generations or the intensification of
incentives for them to learn English. But for the generation still at
school, the task is to establish at least a ready fluency in spoken
English. Efforts in this direction will promote the vertical and hori-
zontal flow of communication throughout the political system and, par-
ticularly, enable national political leadership to communicate directly
with the population at large.

The uneven access to wealth and power within the traditional
social structures of Micronesian societies and the characteristics of
the uneven orientations to the rate and type of change which is present
ly desirable pose problems for the growth of integration at the national
level. Although U. S. policy has established an equality of representa-
tion at the Congress level by means of the principle of one-man:one-vote,
an unequal access to positions of responsibility in the bureaucracy fol-
lows from the markedly uneven spread of education and economic growth.
Differences in land tenure between the Marianas and the other islands
alone provide for different participation in emerging entrepreneurial
roles. Also, the population distribution between the societies does not
give rise to a single domi9ant political grouping, but rather to a hier-
archy of localized groups. It may follow that competition for leader-
ship among a number of somewhat unequal but not markedly dominant-
subordinate groups will provide additional stress upon unification. It

is important, therefore, that the degree of equality of access to the
roles of direct political leadership be underpinned by an evenness in
access to roles in the emergent professional, administrative, skilled,
and entrepreneurial groups. Educationally, this need requires that the
marked inequalities of access to and passage through the education sys-
tem in the different island societies be redressed in the immediate
future.

If, as we have assumed, the innediate political future in
Micronesia will require he polity to exercise a series of difficult

MN.

1
Though the populations of the districts do not have an absolute

cottspndence tc. a local political interest group, they are indicative
of them. The populations are Yap, 6,293; Marianas, 10,275; Palau,
10,628; Harshalls, 18,205; Ponape, 18,293; Truk, 24,521 (Miller 1967).
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choices between alternatives, the burden of responsibility will fall
upon those who are of voting age. Preparation for responsible choices
will have to be carried out through the means of contact between adults
afforded by the mass media communication systems, adult political educa-
tion, and the informal processes within interest and occupational group-
ings. Forms of adult political education which provide for the partici-
pation of leadership from the non-traditional, traditional, and non-
localized structures must, therefore, have a high priority in the total
educational effort.

the educational tasks which follow from the tasks of political
growth based on the assumption that the Micronesian polity will he en-
gaged in a series of acts of self-determination and will move toward a
high degree of political autonomy can be summarized in the following
several propositions:

1. The development of a leAd.!rship capable of defining
strategies for political, economic, and social growth
is a primary task of an education program. It calls
for increasing access to a wide range of secondary
and tertiary education which will equip Nicronesia"s
to make responsible judgments on aspects of national
and int -*..tional policies, and for inteusified politi-
cal ant .hnical education for those M:cronesians who
are presently in roles of responsibility.

2. The development of Micronesia-wide orientations
among the population Whose occupational roles are
not located in traditional structures must be
accelerated by secondary and tertiary education
and an incentive system which will facilitate
career roles and mobility throughout Micronesia.

3. Common orientations will be facilitated by the
development of the use of common languages, and
particularly by providing both formal and informal
education in English.

4. The equality of access of the population to political
representation at the central level must be under-
pinned by greater equality of access to the wealth
and status associated with emerging career roles by
a system of education which redresses present in-
equalities of access to the formal school system
and to adult education.

5. Forms of political education for the adult popula-
tion must have a high priority in the total educa-
tional effort.
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CHAPTER III

ECONOMIC GROWTH AND CHANGE IN MICRONESIA

lie Economic Background

The history of economic growth and change in Micronesia is
woven into the pattern of successive colonial ventures in the archi-
pelago. During the 1800's, the whaling and copra trade resulted in
increasing outside contact with the islands. During this period the
copra trade was expanded and became, before the close of the century,
a major activity with strong competition developing among the traders
of differeat nations. German traders achieved a position of relative
dominance thronghont the Carolines and MArahalls during the last two
decades of the 19th century. This dominance was further increased in
1885 when the Marshalls became a German protectorate, and in 1899 when
the Germans bought from Spain control of all the Micronesian islands
except Guam (which became a territory of the United States). German
administration continued fur fifteen years. During thie period, a
vigorous program of k.oconut planting and copra production was insti-
tuted.

With the defeat of Germany in 1.918, the League o' Na,:ions gave
Japan a mandate over the Micronesian islands. This situation was to
continue until the closing years of the Second World War when American
forces occupied the territory. It was during the period of Japanese
administration that Micronesia experienced its most extensive and com-
plete economic growth. At the risk of oversimplifying, it may be said
that until the Japanese mandate Micronesian economic growth was limited
to the expansion of copra production and whaling. Whaling itaelf had
declined toward the close of th.. 19th century as the supply of whales
became depleted and as so.bstitutea for whale oil became available. In
sharp contrast, Japan embarked upon a policy of expanded cohnialisa-
tion and resource exploitation. Agricultural, manufacturing, and pro-
cessing industries were established. In-shore fisheries were greatly
expanded and off-shore fisheries became a major Micronesian industry.
We have already noted that Micronesian participation in this economic
growth was mostly peripheral. Symptomatic of the level of Micronesian
participation is the fact that, by the time of the Pearl Harbor attack
in 1941, Japanese, Okinawan, and other immigrants in Micronesia out-
numbered the local people on some islands by a ratio of approximately
three or four to one; on some islands and in the major population cen-
ters this figure rose to as much as ten to one. Although the Japanese
succeeded in greatly expanding the economic base of Micronesia, they
did so without extensive Micronesian participation.

Characteristic of this economic expansion was its unevenness
from district to district. The Marianas and Palau were most favored by
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the Japanese economic enterprise, with other districts experiencing
little growth in comparison. The following table illustrates this un-
evenness of economic growth.

TABLE 1

Production of Principal Crops, Excluding Coconuts - 1937
(Al!. figures reported in short tons)

Crops Ponape Truk ka Palau Saipan Marshalls

Cereals 42 0 1 2 74 NA

Sweet Potatoes 275 28 959 653 910 NA

Pineapple 9 38 27 1,263 21 NA

Bananas 583 79 7 296 227 NA

Oranges 10 0 8 21 14 NA

Other Fruit 104 4 3 484 201 NA

Sugar Cane 55 0 0 32 583,180 NA

Cotton 13 0 3 0 32 NA

Coffee 0 0 0 1 12Q NA

TOTAL 1,092 149 1,008 2,752 584,949 NA

(Adapted from Civil Affairs Guide - Agriculture in the
Japanese Mandated Islands OPNAV 13-17. Sept. 1944.)

When, toward the close of World War II, the American Armed
Forces moved the battle to the Japanese-held Micronesia,. islands, the
Japanese-built economy of the islands collapied. Physical plants were
destroyed; infrastructure and facilities were bombed. Almost overnight,
Micronesia returned to its pre-war subsistence economy. The fact that
Micronesians had participated in the modern economy of their islands be-
tween the wars in only slight Ind marginal ways now meant in practical
terms that, even had the physical plant of Japanese industry in Micro-
nesia remained intact after the war, the skilled manpower to manage it
departed with the Japanese. Figures that are available for livestock
(See Table 2) are indicative of the change that the war brought to the
economy of Micronesia. Yet, as has already been noted, the economic
efforts of the Japanese left few permanent changes ln Micronesian socie-
ties. For the large influx of Japanese and Okinawan personnel during
the almost thirty years of Japanese administration had kept. Micronesians
out of the m*inatream of economic developments in their land and had
allowed the basic structures of Micronesian societies to remain intact.
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In 1946, the United States Commercial Company employed several
teams of anthropologists and economists to study need& in Micronesia and
to propose programs and guidelines for rehabilitation. Several volumes
resulted from this coordinated study. These suggested programs to re-
create some of the kinds of industries and enterprises which had existed
under the Japanese administration. In 1947, the islands passed offici-
ally to United States administration when Micronesia was made a Trustee-
ship of the U. S. From 1947 to 1951 the islands were administered by
the United States Navy. After 1951, the islands passed to the Trust
Territory Government, attached to the United States Department of the
Interior. Almost immediately, however, the Marianas were transferred
back to Navy administration where they were to remain until 1962.

Until 1962 Micronesia was administered by the Trust Territory
Government with a total expenditure ceiling of 6.5 million dollars
annually. In actual fact the ceiling was never appropriated and the
territory was administered for fifteen years on yearly budgets of approxi-
mately four million dollars. In sharp contrast to this, the Navy admini-
stration continued its activities in the Marianas, and especially on
Saipan. Figures for Navy expenditures in this area do not appear to be
available, but it is clear that the separate administration of the Mari-
anas by the United States Navy alloyed for a concentration of American
capital, products, and facilities in the Marianas which was unknown in
the rest of the territory. The activities of the Navy provided greater
job and income opportunities and more public services in the Marianas,
particularly on Saipan, than were availa elsewhere in Micronesia.
In effect, then, the Marianas continued to exceed the rest of Micronesia
in purely economic development terms, and to enjoy the same position of
relative superiority that it had enjoyed under the Japanese administra-
tion.

With the exception of the district centerb, where the American
administration carried out its operations, and with the exception of the
Marianas which remained under Navy administration, there was little eco-
nomic change in Micronesia during the first fifteen years of American
administration. In the district centers, government jobs were created
and Micronesians were recruited into many of these. In evaluating the
efforts of the Trust Territory administration to 1962, the Nathan report
states:

The limited resources of the Trust Territory
Government had to be spread thin, yet some
progress was made. The copra trade was further
expanded; there was some success in helping
local residents to increase their agricultural
production for local consumption; some trading
cooperatives were established . .; a few
Micronesians were provided with secondary and
some college education. . . (Nathan Report 1966:
38).
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In general, however, the Trust Territory Government operated on a house-
keeping basis and without any overall plan for the economic future of
Micronesia. One observer has stated that the reason for the American
position during these years (years when millions of American dollars
were being spent on rebuilding post-war Europe) was that

the ruling philosophy of the post-war
era was: The Micronesians live in paradise.
Please don't disturb (Boyer 1967: 721).

But whatever the reasons might be, there is no doubt but that Micronesia
was neglected by the American administration, that economic measures
were minimal, and that most Americans were unaware that development ob-
jectives of trusteeship even existed.

In 1962 the Marianas joined the rest of Micronesia when they
were placed under the jurisdiction of the Trust Territory Government.
In that same year there was a considerable increase in the annual bud-
get maximum allotted to the territory -- up to 15 million dollars. In

1963 this was further increased to 17.5 million. The increased availa-
bility of capital resulted in an upsurge of public services. Schools,
hospitals, and other buildings were constructed; some funds were ex-
pended for airfield construction, transportation facilities, and other
public works. Despite this expansion in capital expenditure, the
authors of the Nathan report lament that

. . . previous personnel and performance standards
were largely unchanged, and there was no effort to
integrate, coordinate, and direct Trust Territory
Government programs toward a unified objective.
The . . . increase in the budget generally used
for doing about three times as much of the same
kinds of things, in the same general way . . .

(Nathan Report 1966: 42).

What appears most striking in the history of the American Trusteeship
in Micronesia in economic development terms is the fact that for almost
twenty years the United States operated without giving any serious
attention to the planning for economic development in the islands. At

a time when the United States was involved in economic reconstruction
programs in post-war Europe, Micronesia's economic development (an area
for which America had been designated full responsibility by the United
Nations) was largely neglected.
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Micronesia's Economic Development Plan

In 1965 there emerged the first significant indication of
American interest in the economic development of Micronesia. In that
year the Department of the Interior contracted the services of Robert
R. Nathan Associates of Washington and charged them with the task of
preparing an economic development plan for the Territory. Their report
was submitted in December of 1966. It is entitled "Economic Development
Plan for Micronesia" and although there is as yet no indication as to
whether the report will be accepted as the official economic development
plan, it does appear that it will play a considerable role in the eco-
nomic future of the Territory. The report reviews the economic history
of Micronesia, recounting the facts that there was substantial economic
development of the islands under the Japanese administration, but that
under the American Trusteeship economic development has been largely
neglected. The report states that economic development is possible and
urges that it proceed rapidly and without further delay.

It is impossible, given the scope of this document, to review
the Nathan report in close detail. But because the plan is central to
the entire development issue, and because the recommendations of the
Nathan Associates are likely to influence the future of Micronesia, it
is necessary to deal with the more salient aspects of their report.

After an extensive review of Micronesia's economic base, the
authors of the Nathan report admit that this base for economic develop-
ment is quite limited. But they point out that there are areas which
appear to hold considerable promise for economic development. In gener-
al, the limitations arise from the lack of natural resources; the land
area is small -- if all the land area of all the islands in Micronesia
were lumped together, the total area would be only about ten times the
size of the District of Columbia or a little more than half the size of
the state of Rhode Island. The agricultural and extractive capacities
of Micronesia appear to be rather insignificant in terms of their con-
tributions to economic growth. The great distances involved in carry-
ing products to markets and the vast distances separating the islands
themselves, although technologically surmountable, pose serious diffi-
culties. In terms of manpower alone the economic potential picture is
rather complicated. There are only some 90,000 Micronesians spread over
the length and breadth of the territory. In evaluating the skills that
these 90,000 people can offer to an expanded economy the Nathan report
concludes that these are, at present, not considerable. This dearth of
human skill is matched by a serious lack of presently available physical
capital.

The report does point out areas where economic development is
possible and offers a five-year plan for economic development. Viable
economic enterprises are deemed possible in fishing, expanded copra
production, small industries based on home crafts in carpentry and
handicrafts, and tourism. Tourism is seen as a real source of economic
development if transportation and infrastructure facilities are expanded
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and if extensive modern facilities for tourists are constructed. Little
expansion can occur, according to the report, unless there is a substan-
tial introduction of both physical and human capital into Micronesia.
In the words of the report,

Unless much more capital and more capable and
experienced management are introduced into the
Trust Territory from outside, many otherwise
feasible economic development projects will
have to be foregone (Nathan Report 1966: 70).

The report sees a need to import not only high-level manpower (managers,
professionals, etc.) but low-level manpower as well (farmers, fisher-
men, laborers).

The authors of the Nathan report recognize that with such a
small population, the United States could easily support Micronesia
indefinitely, raising the standard of living by simply subsidizing life
on the islands. In very specific terms they note that if $1,500 were
appropriated by the United States Congress for every citizen of Micro-
nesia, the total amount would be less than one fifteenth of one per cent
of the gross national product of the United States. This, however,
would be inconsistent with the present stated economic goal of the
United States in Micronesia -- that is, to make Micronesia a viable,
self-supporting economic entity. The goal according to the Nathan
report, is economic development at any cost, and the responsibility for
such development rests with the United States government. This view is
made explicit in the following statement:

The basic choice between moving toward via-
bility or toward perpetual dependency is one
which must be made by the United States. The
past centuries . . . have developed a condi-
tioning which will insure that if the United
States offers the alternative of high standards
of living and much higher levels of public ser-
vices through direct governmental actions, the
Micronesians are not likely to refuse perpetual
dependency (Nathan Report 1966: 85).

To achieve the goal of economic development, the report urges
that th--e be some marl-ad changes in the demographic composition of
Micronesia. Specifically, the report urges that efforts be made and
inducement& provided to concentrate the presently widely dispersed popu-
lation of Micronesia on a few of the larger islands where viable economic
enterprises can be operated.

Because of the very small and widely dispersed
population, neither market-based nor labor-based
activities of significant size can be anticipated
without a considerable expansion and concentra-
tion of population (Nathan Report 1966: 77).
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An additional impediment to economic development, according to the re-
port, is the "existing pattern of land tenure and the lack of proper land
management". It is made explicit that "land reform is the only ultimate
solution". To achieve these changes it is recommended that services be
extended only to the areas where population cor.c.entrations are deemed
desirable. if this is done,

Better schools, hospitals, water supply, electricity,
and transportation and communication services will
be enjoyed by more of the people. Even the develop-
ment of sound political institutions and the modifica-
tion of those traditions which impede economic develop-
ment can proceed much more rapidly in the areas where
populations are concentrated and where the people are
far distant from each other (Nathan Report 1966: 97).

For Micronesians who elect not to follow the urgings of the Nathan re-
port, those who choose not to respond to the "inducements", it is recom-
mended that only "minimal public services be extended to them".

The report strongly states that if economic development is to
be facilitated, the United States must establish and maintain an economic
relationship with Micronesia. But the r1atiunship canr-t be limited to
the economic sphere. It must be extended so that the U :_ced States can
influence change in the values held by Micronesians. If economic develop-
m:Int is to succeed, the newly established Congress of Micronesia must
support the American program of development. But, the report continues,
the members of the Congress must be given professional guidance and
assistance so that the new political elite can deal responsibly with the
complex problems now being faced by them. This guidance and assistance
is necessary because

New democratic political institutions have not
yet been sufficiently developed to make it
possible to forecast the attitudes the elected
representatives will reveal or the kinds of
legislative policies they will institute
(Nathan Report 1966: 93).

In general terms, the Nathan report urges that economic de-
velopment must occur, and that if it is to occur the Micronesians must
learn the discipline, the system of rewards and punishments "on which
every modern economy is based". Furthermore, the report states:

Benevolent outsiders who may seek to help on non-
economic grounds may well impede this growth pro-
cess by undermining the needed discipline. The

fact is that development is demanding and the
benefits cannot be enjoyed without paying the
costs (Nathan Report 1966: 110).
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Economic change is seen by the authors of the report as a process of
"muscle building". The report grants that

The necessary "muscle building" for economic
development requires the awakening of a philo-
sophy among Micronesians which is in many ways
foreign to their history and culture. Because
of this, the process will . . . be . . . frus-

trating to many people. (But) failure to recog-
nize the need for this "muscle building" process .

. . will lead to . . . little or no solid
progress in economic development (Nathan Report
1966: 111-112).

Regarding education, the authors of the report view it as the
means through which these "economic muscles" will be built. Education
will work to inculcate new values and attitudes which will facilitate
the building of "democratic institutions" and a modern economy. In con-
clusion the Nathan report states:

Generally, no program should be planned, no
expenditure contemplated, no personnel hired,
no policies established, no programs continu-
ously carried on and no important decisions
made, without assessing the economic develop-
ment impact (Nathan Report 1966: 120).

At the outset, we pointed out that it would not be possible to
demonstrate the scope of the Nathan report. In fairness to its authors,
it must be noted that the report provides a sector-by-sector analysis
of the present and potential Micronesian economy. But it must also be
pointed out that we feel that if the above recommendations of the Nathan
report are carried out, the people of Micronesia will know new and in-
creasing frustrations. As an economic development plan, the Nathan
report insists on physical resource development as the yardstick for
Micronesia's economic development. Physical resource development is
certainly necessary if economic development is to occur and if Micro-
nesia is to develop a self - sustaining economy. But the authors of the
Nathan report by implication see the Micronesians as non-essential in
the process of economic growth. They make clear the fact that for the
rapid of growth which they recommend, Micronesians will not be
available to fill even the jobs that will be created in the lower sec-
tors of the economy; not only will it be necessary, if their report is
acted upon, to introduce high-level manpower into Micronesia, it will
also be necessary to import low-level manpower -- farmers, fishermen,
tradesmen, etc.

Further, the report explicitly assumes that the Micronesians
are not capable of deciding what course of change (if any) they wish to
embark upon. The report sees no need to consider what Micronesians
might want for themselves -- because the report further assumes that
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Mir:ronesians hold values and attitudes which must be changed before the
process of development can even begin for them., In fact, evident in the
Nathan report is a recognition of the fact that what the report recom-
mends is unacceptable to the majority of the Micronesians.

The necessary "muscle building" for economic
development requires an awakening of a philo-
sophy among Micronesians which is in many ways
foreign to their history and culture. Because
of this, the process will necessarily be slow
and probably frustrating to many people. But
if historical and cultural impediments are fully
recognized and understood the difficulties and
slowness of making progress can be at least
partially overcome (Nathan Report 1966: 111).

Further, there is the additional assumption that Micronesian political
leaders will be able to make "right decisions" if they are schooled and
led by the American administration. Th.:: report does state that the
Micronesians should be handled "with sensitivity" but the fundamental
question, "sensitivity to what?", is left unanswered. To the authors
of the Nathan report sensitivity cannot include a sensitivity to the
culture and values of the people of Micronesia, to their traditions and
social structures, for these are viewed as impeding the sin sae non for
change in Micronesia -- economic development.

Given the recommendation that landholding patterns be reformed
so that agricultural landholdings are placed in the hands of experienced
and competent managers, together with the recommendation that labor --
and cheap surplus labor at that -- should be imported from such places
as the Philippines, Okinawa, and Taiwan, the picture that the Nathan
report provides becomes complex and troublesome. Indeed, if lard re-
form leads to a loss of Micronesian ownership of productive landholdings
in the islands, and if the importation of foreign labor leads to Micro-
Aesian dependence upon imported labor, economic development itself may
lead the Micronesians to a state of perpetual economic dependency, and
to social and political subjugation. in other words, self-determination
and autonomy become lost through the process of economic development.

Moreover, the Nathan report states at the outset that it will
provide "an awareness of realistic alternatives" (Nathan Report 1966: 9).
The report, itself, however, does not provide alternatives. It provides
for only one course of action -- the development of the physical re-
sources of Micronesia -- and it provides for this in only one way --
through a closer economic association with the United States and through
the injection of large quantities of American capital into Micronesia.
Admittedly, there is recognition that the United States could subsidize
every Micronesian without unduly straining American resources. This,

however, is not a realistic alternative and is dismissed as such in the
report. If there are economic alternatives available to Micronesia, the
Nathan report does not provide them.
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We know that foreign aid and capital investment in forms
similar to foreign aid can constitute direct interference in the life
style of an underdeveloped area. The issue which has been raised by
the histories of colonialism and foreign aid is not so much that of
what can be done and what cannot be done as it is the more abstract
question of what ought to be done, by whom, how fast, and toward what
end. In seeking greater efficiency for an underdeveloped area, in ex-
tolling the virtues of industrialization and in a rising gross national
product, the proponent of development faces the danger of being drawn
into an absolutist position, into justifying an end which he "knows" to
be good. The Nathan report exemplifies this danger. A document which
bears a striking similarity to the Nathan report and which is worth
noting here deals with economic development in Thailand. In it, the
author describes the charm of Thailand's people, the obvious harmony
between peasant, nature, and religion, the happiness of the Thai. But

still the writer continues to conclude that economic modernization must
come to Thailand.

The transition is sure to be painful, sure to be
unsightly, and the psychological impact will
affect almost all her citizens. Thailand, how-
ever, must endure all of this to get a better
life (Morris 1963: 134).

Especially disturbing in the blueprint for development which
is offered for Micronesia by the Nathan report is its conscious rejec-
tion of Micronesians from the decision-making process. In doing this,
the authors have assumed the sort of absolutist position referred to
above. If the authors of the Nathan report worked from any model, it
would appear to have been the model of modern industrial civilization,
with its technical evolution and intellectual drive. The implications
of this model for less developed areas of the world, in general, and
Micronesia in particular will be dealt with in the next section of this
essay. Suffice it at present to say that the question of values -- and
especially the values of persons from a technological civilization --
must be raised and analyzed.

Economic Alternatives

As was noted previously, the Nathan report promised to pro-
vide "alternatives" for the economic development of Micronesia, but
failed to provide these alternatives. Extensive analysis would be re-
quired in order to determine whether alternatives are feasible for
Micronesia, whether economic alternatives are more consistent with the
wants of Micronesians. One set of functional propositions which pro-
vides an alternative model for the economic development of Micronesia
arises from the comparative analysis study of Harbison and Myers (1964:
223). These authors stress the formation of human capital over the
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development of physical capital. The fundamental position which they
adopt is succinctly expressed by the Managing Director of the United
Nations Special Fund:

The underdeveloped countries need high-level man-
power just as urgently as they need capital.
Indeed, unless these countries are able to develop
the required strategic human resources they cannot
effectively absorb capital. Of all the resources
required for economic development, high-talent
manpower requires the longest "lead time" for its
creation . . The existence of such .nanpuwer, how-
ever, is essential if the countries are to achieve
self-sustaining growth (Hoffman 1960: 35).

In other words, the position adopted is that development cannot occur
and capital cannot be absorbed unless skilled manpower is available.
Such manpower cannot be developed over the short term. Dams, factories,
infrastructure can be constructed in a few years, and physical capital
can be formed over a relatively short period, but human capital requires
a longer lead time. Harbison and Myers urge that attention be focused
on the formation of human capital and that, because of the longer lead
time required, its formation should take precedence over the formation
of physical capital.

Micronesia proves to be extremely elusive of categorization.
In terms of the typology presented by Harbison and Myers, Micronesia
yields a composite index of 31.4. This cooposite index is calculated
by considering the arithmetic total of

(1) enrollment at the second level of education
as a percentage of the age group 15 to 19, adjusted
for length of schooling, and (2) enrollment at the
third level of education as a percentage of the
age group, multiplied by a weight of 5 (Harbison
and Myers 1964: 31-32).

This composite index places Micronesia between a Level II country (par-
tially developed) and a Level III country (semi-advanced).

This categorization is probably far too high in that it resulta
from the comparative recency of developments at the second and third
levels of education and from the relatively small population of Micro-
nesia. When other variables are considered (e.g. Micronesia's almost
total dependence upon foreign middle- and high-level manpower; the
limited economic base already described; the overwhelming percentage of
Micronesians engaged in agriculture; and the falt that despite relative-
ly high wages for Micronesians employed in the modern sector of the
economy, the per capita income for all of .cronesia is iess than $100
per annum), it appears that Micronesia iv more accurately grouped with
the Level I countries in the Harbison and Myers typology.
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Harbison and Myers offer the proposition that the perspective
planning period for development should involve ten to twenty years, a
proposition consistent with the knowledge that it takes a longer lead
time to form human capital than to form physical capital. In this
connection, it should recalled that the Nathan report offers Micro-
nesia a five-year plan. Two further propositions which are of special
interest to our analysis are offered by Harbison and Myers. These are:

a) Economic growth will depend upon expansion and
improvement of agriculture, fishing, and forestry,
and in some cases on the discovery and exploita-
tion of natural resources as well. Large-scale
industrialization is beyond the reach of the
typical Level I country during this ten- to
twenty-year period.

b) The most logical starting point is the formu-
lation of a program of localization, since
this is the area of greatest political conse-
quence. In effect, this means the construction
of a schedule for replacement of foreigners
over a ten-year time span.

Both these propositions offer a marked departure from the
recommendations arising from the physical capital model offered by the
Nathan report. The second proposition, especially, is a radical de-
parture from the present economic plan for Micronesia. In the present
plan, it will be recalled, the importation of large numbers of foreign
manpower at all levels of skill and training is recommended for Micro-
nesia. In the Harbison and Myers typology, a quite radical localiza-
tion program is recommended. But it is important to note that the
replacement of foreign personnel is something that is recommended as
part of a schedule which is to be enacted over a relatively lengthy
time period -- ten years. The recommendation is consistent with the
view Harbison and Myers take of the importance of the formation of
human capital; if the formation of human capital is given primary im-
portance, the very creation of that capital will allow for the scheduled
replacement of foreign personnel.

In terms of educational needs, given the above typology,
Harbison and Myers stress the need to provide education which will a)
equip nations with the requisite skills and abilities so that the pro-
grams of localization will be feasible, b) expand educational facilities
in the critical areas which will most rapidly yield the desired outputs,
c) provide educational content which will emphasize the skills and
abilities most likely to be required in the developing economy, and d)
embark upon a program of adult education as a time-saving and cost-
reducing method of enabling men and women to participate more fully in
their country's development. In terms of the second point, Harbison
and Myers stress that absolute priority should be given to second level
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(secondary school) education. The rationale for this is threefold: 1)

almost without exception, those who are to replace foreigners will need
to be secondary school graduates; 2) the economic and political leaders
for subsequent years will be the secondary school graduates of the next
ten years; and 3) it will be impossible to develop a good primary educa-
tional system without substantial numbers of teachers who have a second
level education.

In a strategy of human resource development, Harbison and Myers
justifiably direct attention (item c in the preceding paragraph) to the
content of education. The content of secondary education is vitally
important. Extensive documentation exists of the folly of regarding
secondary school solely as a means of university entrance and of build-
ing, in a developing educational system, a second level educational con-
tent designed almost exclusively to prepare students for university ad-
mission. Harbison and Myers note the need to design second level educa-
tion to prepare not only for university entrance but also for entry into
intermediate level work in teaching and in public and private establish-
ments -- especially where training on the job can be provided. They
recommend, therefore, that it would be wise to emphasize second level
education with an optimal range of courses (i.e. teacher preparation,
technical subjects, etc.) within a single school rather than to prolife-
rate specialized institutions. Such a practice would reduce costs of
staff, facilities and equipment.

Reference was made earlier in this essay to a plebiscite which
will confront Micronesians with the political alternatives available to
them. Because of the imminence of this plebiscite, the attention which
Harbison and Myers give to the role of adult education in a Level I
country takes on a special significance for Micronesia. Hopkins (1962)
has pointed out that adult education has time-saving and cost-reducing
properties that should render it particularly attractive to developing
countries. But Hopkins is careful t) point out that literacy itself is
not to be considered the goal of adult education programs; literacy is
a means or a tool rather than the end of adult education programs. Pro-
grams in adult education could include agricultural and cooperative
extension work, fundamental education, and other organized programs to
allow men and women to participate in the change and development of their
society. Specifically, in the Micronesian case, adult education programs
would appear co be of basic importance to the issue of the plebiscite and
self-determination. Rather than excluding Micronesians from deciding
upon their own future -- as was both implicit and explicit in the Nathan
report -- the Harbison and Myers model views human capital as forming
not only to fill positions in an expanding economy, but to engage in
the process of decision-making itself.

The human resource development model of Harbison and Myers
provides a very definite alternative to the physical capital model of
the Nathan report. Two aspects of economic development are contained
in the Nathan report:
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(1) The immediate provision of physical infra-
structure (roads, airfields, ports, bridges,
etc.)

(2) The immediate development of capitalist
private enterprise efforts in tourism,
husbandry, fisheries, etc.

The human resource model has two quite different implications:

(1) Use of physical infrastructure expansion as
a vehicle for the training of Micronesians.
This may involve the importation of high-
level manpower in order to bring about these
developments, but it definitely involves the
notion that such manpower be used to train
Micronesians.

(2) The development of private enterprises may
. have to be delayed until Micronesians are

available to participate at all levels in
such enterprises. Specifically, the human
resource implication is that non-Micronesian
populations should not be imported in order
to employ Micronesians purely as laborers.

By implication, also, the human resource model is in disagreement with
the Nathan position that nothing should be done without assessing the
economic development impact. This is not to suggest that the building
of human resources is not premised on the assumption of a concomitant
growth in physical capital. Indeed, nothing could be farther from the
truth. But what it does imply is that no physical resource development
would be contemplated without assessing the human resource availability
or the potential for the development of human resources. In terms of
basic assumptions, the human resource model is the converse of the model
assumed by the Nathan report.

A further economic alternative which Micronesians might wish
to explore is inextricably woven into the question of Micronesia's
political future, and indeed would probably be premised on a Micronesian
decision to 'ego it alone" by becoming an independent nation. This

alternative would involve an assessment of the value of Micronesia's
strategic position as an island umbrella around the Asian mainland. At

present, it is impossible to predict the monetary worth of this strategic
position. As has been pointed out above, this would depend largely upon
a U.S. assessment of its worth. We have also pointed out, however, that
its location between East and West and its historical importance to
Japan in the Second World War indicate that Micronesia might be able to
use its strategic location as a basis for extracting resources from the
United States or from other nations should Micronesia op:. for indepen-
dent 'Litton status. Economic development might, therefore, 00...cur if
Micronesia were to extract raterial resources from other nations in
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return for arrangements which would permit utilization of its strategic
location.

Because of the presently very limited capital resources of
Micronesia, implementation of either the recommendations of the Nathan
report or of the human resource model presented by Harbison and Myers
would require that Micronesia extract large amounts of foreign capital.
Under the present trusteeship arrangement, this capital can, in practical
terms, come only from the United States. If, however, Micronesia were to
opt for independence, and if it were able to use its location to extract
capital from other nations, then it is conceivable that Micronesia would
Je ab'e to select and finance its own development. Both of these condi-
tionals are in the realm of the possible. How feasible they are cannot,
at present, be determined. Indeed, it is probable that the feasibility
of the second could only be known if the first became a reality -- that
is, if Micronesia were to select independence and then to bargain from
that position. But the fact remains that Micronesia's strategic location
is a potential source of substantial extractive capability, and it forms
another alternative to the course of development that is outlined by the
Nathan report. It is interesting that the authors of the Nathan report
make no mention of this as a realistic alternative (which it may not be)
or even as a possible alternative (which it most certainly is).

In summary, this section began with an attempt to trace the
course of economic change in Micronesia. The influence of various for-
eign powers has been evaluated throughout Micronesian history. We have
noted that economic development in Micronesia has been uneven in two
ways: it has been uneven across the four separate foreign administrations
which Micronesia has known, and it has been uneven among the various sec-
tions of Micronesia itself. It was apparent that in comparison with
their Japanese predecessors, the administration of the United States has
provided little impetus for economic development of the islands. The re-
cent efforts of the United States administration occupied most of our
attention in this section; we noted the increased expenditures which have
been allocated for Micronesia, and we especially noted the recent Economic
Development Plan for Micronesia. Because the plan is likely to be instru-
mental in future developments in Micronesia, we reviewed the main assump-
tions and recommendations of the plan. In doing this we noted what we
believe to be serious shortcomings and dangers in Micronesia's present
development plan. We then pointed out alternatives available to Micro-
nesia and analyzed them. Considerable attention was focused on the edu-
cational implications of the human resource development alternative
offered by Harbison and Myers. Finally, and throughout this entire sec-
tion, we discussed the reciprocal relationship between economic_ change
and social change. In doing so, we have anticipated our next section
which will deal specifically with prospects of social change and with a
model for dealing with and implementing such social change.
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CHAPTER IV

SOCIAL TRANSFORMATION: IMPLICATIONS FOR EDUCATION

The Social Background

In no sense is it possible to divorce social, political, eco-
nomic, and educational aspects of a nation or of any human unit. The

only value in separating social from political from economic processes
is that it renders these more manageable for the purpose of analysis
and allows for a certain heuristic value in understanding, complex pro-
cesses. But we must point out what is already obvious in the preceding
discussions: each unit of analysis which we have chosen to deal with
is part of a system which influences and is influenced by every other
unit of analysis. We make no apology for dealing with each unit as a
separate section of study; doing so has conceptual advantages as well
as allowing our task to remain within manageable proportions.

There can be no doubt that modern industrial civilization has
had a wide-ranging impact on the more "traditional" societies of the
world. However, as Murdock (1948b) points out, despite such contact
with western societies, much of Micronesia, except for the Marianas,
still retains essentially aboriginal local cultures and a subsistence
agriculture. The reason that Micronesia's cultures have remained essen-
tially intact, we have suggested, may be due to the nature of contact
with the influence of the west. With the exception of the Marianas,
most Micronesians have been effectively excluded from western forces
introduced into their area of the world. In addition, contact with
western institutions has been extended over a long period of time, but
for the most part it has not been intensive in character. Thus, Micro-
nesian values and beliefs, culture and attitudes have remained func-
tional in the Micronesian context. As we have also seen, however, the
pressures for change are steadily increasing. Contact with western
institutions and ways is intensifying. Micronesians are being con-
fronted with a new, western-modeled political institution; additionally,
they are being asked to determine their political future and to do so
before June 30, 1972. Economically, the prospect that the Nathan report
presents is that of a rapidly developing modern economic system, of a
relatively sudden and quite imposing capital investment. Edreattonally,
the goal of universal primary and secondary education has been set by
the Trust Territory government. All of this indicates that, at present,
the functional value of Micronesian culture is about to undergo a trans-
formation; there is also a high probability that in five to ten years
the statement by Murdock above will no longer be valid.

As Trustee of Micronesia, the United States is the agent of
technological change. To be a conscious agent of change is one thing.
But to be an unconscious agent of change is another issue and has its
hazards. Needs may not be realistically seen. Methods may be random
or uncertain. Disappointment anJ frustration may becnte part of the
lives of both Micronesians and the Americans who are attempting to
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implement change. The American administration may be an unconscious
agent in that it may not be aware of the implications which its programs
for change may have on Micronesian societies. The force of technological
change in the lives of peoples not accustomed to it is succinctly ex-
pressed by Barbara Ward (1959: 87):

The . . . impact of science and industry is one that
involves a total transformation of all aspects of
life -- not only for organization and technique, but
of fundamental habits of thought and social behavior.
You have only to consider the impact of this type of
society upon people who have not yet moved beyond the
simplest patterns of living and working to see that,
without immense patience, understanding, and restraint,
. . . the incoming (innovations) will annihilate the
whole social apparatus of the backward local peoples.

Another statement by Barbara Ward is of relevance also (Ward 1962: 137-
138):

All the great revolutions of our contemporary world
had their origins around the North Atlantic . . . Yet
if you look at these Atlantic nations today they make
the strange impression of not being particularly con-
cerned with the revolutions they have wrought.
Blindly, blunderingly, with immense impact and
immense confusion, they are remaking the face of
the earth. But can one say that the Western
powers follow their course with any particular
concern? oo they see them as direct projections
of the Western way of life. .

In these two statements Ward offers three fundamental propositions on
the subject of social transformation:

1. When western ways and institutions are introduced into a
non-western area, the effect is pervasive, transforming not only organi-
zations and technique, but the whole social apparatus.

2. The immense force of western ways and institutions is
applied to non-western areas with e total insensitivity to the dele-
terious results which may follow.

3. If sensitivity exists -- if patience, understanding, and
restraint are coupled with the introduction of forces of change -- then
it may be possible to have social change without annihilating the whole
social apparatus of the non-western people.

When we investigate present American activities in Micronesia,
it is difficult to conclude that this type of sensitivity exists. We
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have been led to the conclusion that, particularly in the last decade,
political changes have been revolutionary,rather than evolutionary. We
have investigated the economic plan for Micronesia and have been im-
pressed by the massive and immediate implications which it holds for
the Micronesians, with the expansive disruption it may engender, and
with its deliberate exclusion of Micronesians from deciding the direc-
tion, course, and rate of economic change. We have also been impressed
with the very explicit statements in the Nathan report to the effect
that the social apparatus of Micronesia is backward and must be annihi-
lated. Finally, we must look at the present stated educational goals
of the American administration of Micronesia. In the publication,
"Statement of Objectives and Policies of the TTPL ", Mr. W. R. Norwood,
High Commissioner, states (1967: 18):

It shall be the policy . . . to provide educa-
tional opportunities for all Micronesians so
that they can develop their capacities to the
maximum extent.

He goes on to Pay:

. . . it shall be the responsibility of the
Government of the Trust Territory of the Pacific
Islands to set educational standards and to
support an educational system which will enable
Territory students to develop educationally to
a level comparable to United States standards . . .

(underscoring ours)

The assumptions implicit in the High Commissioner's statement
are that only the United States is capable of offering what education
Micronesians should have, and that the U.S. can provide a suitable edu-
cation modeled on what exists in the United States. At present, the
question is not so much the efficacy of an American education in Micro.
nesia as it is a question of what effect this type of education is
likely to have on Micronesian society. Social anthropologists who have
studied the problems of culture change have called attention to the
effects of "modern" schooling, usually to point to its disintegrating
results on tribal communities and tribal cultures. Certain anthropolo-
gists, among them Dr. E. W. Smith and the late Professor Malinowski,
have urged that "modern" schooling should not be wholly divorced from
the cultural background of the area it serves. On the same subject,
John Hanso4 (1965: 55) states:

The use of skills, values and knowledge acquired
through formal schooling will require a social
situation which is stable enough for them to be
employed. The creation of such a social situa-
tion appears to require new types of educational
institutions we have not found necessary in our
own situation and about which we know relatively
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little. If the educational faith is narrowly inter-
preted, and routinely implemented, it may be merely
a soporific which delays the solution of fundamental
problems until they will be even more difficult to
solve. The important question at this juncture is
whether education will prove sufficiently adaptable
and imaginative in conception to render the service
it might render in maintaining or creating a worth-
while society.

From a social and education perspective, Hanson stresses a
point that is remaexably convergent with the view expressed by Harbison
and Myers from a manpower development viewpoint. In both cases it is
agreed that education must be socially fitted into "what exists". In
both cases, also, it is agreed that to transplant wholesale the educa-
tion of the west into a developing region is to create, rather than to
solve, basic problems of development and change. It is noteworthy that
the notion that education be made to serve the community and situation
in which it is placed has been held not only by social scientists, but
also by the head of state o2 a developing country. In his pamphlet,
"Education for Self-Raiance", Julius K. Nyerere (1967: 28) states:

The education provided by Tanzania for the students
of Tanzania must serve the purposeu of Tanzania. It
must encourage the growth of the . . . values we
aspire to. It must encourage the development of a
. . . citizenry which relies upon itself for its
own developmeat, and which knows the advantages
and the problems of cooperation. It must ensure
that the educated know themselves to be an inte-
gral part of the nation. . .

This is not only a matter of school organization
and curriculum. Social values are formed by
family, school, and society -- by the total en-
vironment in which a child develops. But it is
no use our educational system stressing values
and knowledge appropriate to the past or to citi-
zens of other countries. . .

These statements call into serious question the assumptions
made by the present ?..derican administration of Micronesia. Taken in
conjunction with our previous analysis, it would appear that the pre-
sent educational objective of the American administration augurs for
increasing frustration and increasing social deterioration within Micro-
nesia. This is not to suggest that the intent of the American admini-
stration )3 to change people's lives in deleterious ways; indeed, the
American dministration may be acting with the best of intentions. It

does suggest, however, that the administration is working from a particu-
lar value position and that that value position demands investigation.
We have already referred to a study by Morris in which the author's
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value position was dramatically obvious. As a result of his study of
aid activities in Thailand, Ronald C. Nairn has concluded that certain
benefits can certainly be derived from specific aspects of western
technology, including western education, but that this is a far cry
from saying that anything western wily bring a better life to peoples

of developing areas. Nairn goes on to state that it is necssary for
the west in general to examine its own value system (1966: 192):

. . . to query whether it possessed a universal
solution, good for all men at all times, a cure
for basic human ills.

It is just this type of analysis which appears to be lacking in Micro-
nesia, and it is this type of approach which appears to be urgently
needed.

But how is this type of analysis to be made; against what
background, and with what standards does the agent of change examine
his value position? In lialanEAsugCalllalasage, Professor
Malinowski sets out certain scientific principles for the study of
social change (cited in Read, 1964). He suggests that the interests
and intentions of the promoters of change should be analyzed, as well
as the processes and institutions by which social change is effected.
This emphasis on intentions as well as on institutions is particularly
important in the study of modern education as part of the process of
social change. Margaret Read suggests that a culture-conflict model
be used along the lines suggested by Malinowski. Specifically, Read
suggests that in cases such as Micronesia two cultures are involved:
a "dominant" culture which promotes change, and a "subordinate" cul-
ture which is affected by changes introduced by the dominant culture.
Read suggests that the examination of the desires and institutions of
one culture must be examined against the background of the desires and
institutions of the other. Read concludes that (1964: 358):

As Professor Malinowski suggested, the (indigenous
peoples) also have their interests in and inten-
tions regarding the changes which have been or are
about to be introduced by the dominant culture,
and this is particularly true in the field of
education.

To embark upon such an analysis required that a fundamental
assumption which we have pointed to in the present Trust Territory ad-
ministration must be rejected and a new one substituted in its place.
Consistent with the position of Malinowski and Read, the assumption
that Micronesians are not in a position to determine "what is best fo..
them" must be rejected. In its place it must be assumed that if any
integrity is to be left to the individual or to the group, the right of
choice must be honored, especially the right to reject or to modify a
given program.
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A Social Change Model

One conceptual model which appears adequate for the investiga-
tion of social change and of programs for social change is offered by
Ward Goodenough. Fundamental to Goodenough's model is the culture con-
flict model offered by Read and Maliaowski's proposition that intentions
as well as institutions must be examined. Especially noteworthy in the
Goodenough model is its potential utility for planning and decision
making.

Looking at the history of development projects, Goodenough
notes that many of these have been undertaken for the best of technical
reasons and with the welfare of the community as the prime consideration,
yet these have "too frequently been transformed into police actions"
(Goodenough 1966: 43). The reason, he suggests, for this failure is
that

. . . a change agent and his clients do not usually
want the same things or have the same view of the
development situation and its requirements (Goodenough
1966: 49).

Further analyzing this situation, he suggests that

Wants and needs can be usefu!.y differentiated
and employed as conceptual coordinates in ana-
lyzing human activities (Goodenough 1966: 51).

This is accomplished as follows: a "want" is defined as a "desired
state of affairs", and a "need" as the "effective hianr for achieving
and maintaining a given want". The different perspectives possible on
the "wants" and "needs" for a given situation are potential sources of
conflicts or of failure. Schematically, then, Goodenough offers us four
views of any one given situation. There is the view of the outside
agent of change as to what is desirable for a given situation, and
there is his view of how beet to achieve this desirable state of affairs.
On the other hand, there is the view of those who will be involved in
change as to what states of affairs are desirable, and their views of
how desirable goals may be achieved.

This point of view is summarized as follows:

. . when an agent of change decides that an
underdeveloped community has certain needs, he
must be careful to make clear to himself what
his points of reference are . . . An agent's
assessment of local conditions, furthermore, may
or may not coincide with that of his clients, and
his wants for them may have little relation to
their wants for themselves. This means that he
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and his clients will be able to agree as to
what are the community's needs only insofar
as they are regarding (1) their wants for
the community, (2) their understanding cf
present conditions and how they differ from
those wanted, and (3) what course of action
is an effective means of transforming present
conditions into those desired. Practically
speaking, what a community needs for its
development is not so much a matter of fact
as a matter to be negotiated (Goodenough 1966:
57 -58).

But no negotiation can occur, suggests Goodenough, unless there is a
considerable degree of cooperative interaction between the parties in-
volved, and unless each becomes "less ethnocentric than before"
(Goodenough 1966: 40). Should cooperation not occur,

. . . changes resulting from development
efforts may have the effect of intensifying
existing frustrations and even add new frus-
trations to them (Goodenough 1966: 141).

Although this analysis does not yield a set of goals or the
planning of Micronesia's future, it does attach a fundamental importance
to the method by which these goals can be determined. looking at the
question of social change in Micronesia, we have stressed a number of
negative lessons which can be learned by regarding Micronesia as a case
study. It has been suggested that the application of models and pro-
cesses current in the United States to the Micronesian ccutext is to
Indulge one's ethnocentrism. Models which take account of the results
of comparative studies and which have been derived from the special con-
ditions presented in the non-industrial world have been presented as
providing more acceptable alternatives for planning the future of Micro-
nesia. Mos+: especially, these models insist that the desires of the
Micronesians themselves must be made an integral part of any pluming
process.

This integration requires a high degree of interaction at all
levels between the change agents and Micronesians. Further, it vould
seem to imply the need for a rapid increase in the number of Micronesia
ans who act as change agents. As Goodenough has noted, this process
is more a matter for negotiation than it is a matter of referring to
proven, empirical evidence.

A further point emphasised by Goodenough involves the notion
of identity and identity change. How an individual perceives himself
and how that individual is perceived by others is, in sum, the concept
of identity. Identity is rooted in the social order, and for the indi-
vidual is derived from the social order. Ralph Linton and Eric Fromm
have given emphasis to this concept. Linton describes it as the "status
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personality", while Fromm defines it as the "social character". The

importance of the concept is illustrated by Fromm (1949: 5):

It is the function of the socia character to shape
the energies of the members of society in such a
way that their behavior is not left to conscious
decisions whether or not to follow the social pat-
tern but that people want to act as they have to
act and at the same time find gratification in
action according to the requirements of the culture.
In other words, the social character has the func-
tion of moulding human energy for the purpose of
the functioning of a given society. (Underscoring
Fromm's.)

It is, therefore, obvious that any change that affects the existing
social order or the individual's ability to conduct himself in accord-
ance with it must also affect his identity. Goodenough notes that

Social change is likely to involve the very core
of being, affecting things that help to shape
even the "innermost self" (Goodenough 1966: 177).

Because concepts of development involve notions of helping people to
achieve a new sense of identity, both individually and collectively,

. . . what we understand of the process of
identity change will help us understand. . .

development as a process too (Goodenough 1966:
177).

Goodenough's concept of identity is central to any discussion
of culture and personality. The survival of a society depends on the
operation of its social system. If the roles defined by the social sys-
tem are not effectively carried out, the functions of institutions be-
come anachronistic and the society- itself decays. Spiro (1461: 98)
notes that

The role . . . is the smallest unit of the social
system; the operation of the social system, ulti-
mately and most directly, depends on the proper
performance of roles.

It is in the concept of role that personality and social systems inter-
act. Members of a society will fulfill their roles in the social system
because these roles have been transformed through socialization from
"culorally stipulated" goals into "personally cathected" goals (after
Erikson, 1950). The roles are performed because they are rewarding, be
cause a personally valved goal is achieved in the discharge of the
socially necessary goal.
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The roles with which people are associated are in part their
identity in a society. What is important Is that the identity systems
with which people work vary from society to society. Goodenough points
out that certain features of identity are regarded as immutable in a
culture while others are not. From the viewpoint of the change agent,
cognizance should be taken of those features which are regarded as
immutable. Mason has noted this problem in his study of the former
inhabitants of the island of Bikini in the Marshalls. When the United
States settled upon Bikini as a site for the testing of a nuclear bomb,
the Bikini islanders were forced to move from their island home and
were resettled on thr island of Kili. Their new home offered resources
that differed markedly from those of Bikini. At the same time, the
Bikini people were placed in much closer contact with other Marshallese
to whom they have traditionally felt somewhat inferior. Mason's study
(1958: 46) concludes that

If they can learn to think of themselves as
Marshallese, not as ex-Bikinians, they should
find it easier to dispel some of their present
anxieties and to seek more objectively the solu-
tions to those problems which remain from a
decade of having to adapt a traditional way of
life to a strange physical and social environ-
ment.

The Eikini example illustrates the idea that certain features
of identity are immutable and fixed in the established social order,
becoming anachronistic when forces from without change a community's
circumstances. With regard to identity change, Goodenough cautions:

To overcome a lifelong view of oneself so as to
be free to make new adjustments is exceedingly
difficult. The frequent disintegration of men
after retirement in our society, where occupa-
tion is so important a feature of identity, is
a familiar case in point. The demoralization
of the Sioux Indians as warriors and hunters
deprived first of their weapons and later of
their paddles is a matter of record. To help
people become free of a view of themselves
that they regard as unalterable required much
patience. The new self-image may come only as
a gradual awakening (1966: 186).

The notion of identity provides us with some important addi-
tional criteria in ccnsiderations of social change. In the first
place, it urges on us considerations not only of where a given society
falls according to certain economic development criteria, but also
what identities exist and which of these are viewed es immutable.
Again, to quote Goodenough (1966: 211):
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Intelligent planning for . . . development must
obviously concern itself with where the clients'
identifications currently lie, the nature of the
values they see embodied in their important
reference figures, and where the development
agents and their values are likely to fit into
them.

What follows from this is that the way members of an underdeveloped
community look upon a change agent and the community he represents as
possible models and judges for themselves is crucial to the achievement
of cooperation in any development program. If models are to be presented,
these must be such that they are viewed as desirable; they must lead
people to want to re-define their roles and to assume a new identity in
their society. In other words, regardless of the point from which a de-
sire for social change emanates, new roles must be seen as desirable by
members of the "subordinate culture".

The: problem that faces development agents . . .

is to find ways of stimulating in others a desire
for change in such a way that the desire is theirs
independent of further prompting from outside
(Goodenough 1966: 219).

Inherent in the process of stimulating others to desire change is the
need to provide new criteria for evaluation -- including evaluation of
self as well as evaluation of institutions. The industrial revolution
and the extension of colonialism has had the effect of forcing people
to learn new criteria of looking at themselves. Education, also, has
had a similar effect. In planning education, consideration should be
given to the question of how best to provide individuals with experi-
ences and demonstrations which will afford them the criteria with which
to evaluate themselves as well as whatever innovations or political al-
ternatives are proposed. Host important to this additional aspect of
Goodenough's thesis is that change agents must be aware of the pervasive
effect of social change an3 of the social identity of the persona with
whom they are dealing. Again, this argues for more and more Micronesians
to be brought into the role of change agents as bureaucrats, educators,
and entrepreneurs.

The above analysis suggests that Goodenough's concepts of
"wants and needs" and "identity" should be extended to the discussion
and/or planning of change in Micronesia. The "wants" or desired states
of affairs in this case involve a recognition of the necessity for in-
cl 'ing social and cultural considerations in planning for change --
which means considering the 'wants and needs" of the Micronesians from
the Micronesian perspective, including concepts of identity regarded as
immutable. In this case, the "needs" involve posing the fundamental
questions and searching for answers to them. Fundamental questions of
this nature would involve an investigation of the existing boundaries
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and inter-relationships of subcultures within Micronesian society. With
respect to education and political change; the central relationships
which require explication and investigation are thosq between education
and the emergence, characteristics, and legitimacy of various forms of
leadership. This will include the orientation of Micronesian youths
and adults toward their existing social structures and the traditional
leadership pattern, if the identities of the present are to have con-
tinuity with the past, and the problem of instability is not to be
fraught with tensions derived from marked diucontinuities stemming from
the political changes.

There is also a manpower aspect to this task of development.
In political terms it involves specifying the numerical need for
leadership across the organizations of government. Just as important,
however, is an aspect of orientation to change throughout the society.
From a specific educational perspective, the former will involve an
investigation to locate the major foci from which leadership will
emerge, and those from which it may emerge, and the definition of
appropriate forms of education. One focus is obviously the system of
formal education, and the motivations and values of the students and
teachers who interact within it, in accordance with their previous
socialization experiences. Analysis of this system will require exami-
nation of the pattern of access to schooling, its distribution and the
location of secondary and tertiary studies. The curriculum will need
examination to reveal its manifest content of skills, traditional and
modern values, and its orientation to the future and past sociopoliti-
cal circumstances. The definition of the dynamic features of the pre-
sent school culture is to be found in the orientations of the present
generation of students and teachers. Expectations of both students and
teachers regarding students' future occupational and geogLaphical mo-
bility will provide insight into important dimensions across different
levels of schooling.
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CHAPTER V

PRIORITIES DERIVED FROM ANALY97S OF DEVELOPMENTAL NEEDS

In terms'of our social change criteria, there are immediate
applications of our previous analysis to educational structures and to
decision-making processes. If planning for the future of Micronesia
is to grant any integrity to those for whom decisions and plans are
made, it is essential that the "subordinate culture" be consulted in
these plans -- the right of choice must be honored, especially the
right to modify or reject a given program. Goodenough's model for
constructive change suggests a method for making decisions -- a method
which can be advantageously applied both to the goals of educational
programs and to the actions which will need to be taken if those goals
are to be achieved. The model requires that at all levels of the formu-
lation of an educational program,

1. There must be interaction and negotiation between the
expariate change agents and Micronesians. Such interaction must be
applied to both the formulation of policy and to the formulation of
programs.

2. In the Micronesian case, aere needs to be a rapid in-
crease in the number of Micronesians in the role of change agents.

3. A system of communication and a system of decision - Waking
must be developed which will apply to the education process. Srch sys-
tems should apply to the interaction oetween schools and the communi-
ties they serve, to the schools and the students, etc.

4. These systems require that appropriate decision-making
structures exist at all levels. But more importantly they require
acceptance of the proposition that Micronesian values and aspirations
should guide all action plans.

In other words, the first implication to be derived from our
analysis is that Micronesian wants and needs must be set into the goals
of educational planning and into the process of planning for these
goals.

This type of educational planning involves a somewhat radical
departure from the process of educational planning usually found in
developing areas. In this connection, it must be noted that educatioral
planning as we have discussed it is a quite recent phenomenon. In the
past, social investigators have concentrated their efforts on the des-
cription of particular social and political ills in society. The con-
cern here was not with what could be done in terms of the organization
of institutions or processes in order to prevent these ills from aris-
ing. Considering the recency of modern educational planning, it must
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be stated that developments have been surprisingly rapid. Bacchus has
noted that it was o'!' with the realization

. . . that man can manipulate the economic system
to achieve certain economic goals which led --
though at a much later date -- to the following
queation which is now being asked in educational
planning. "How can the educational system and
the educational activities of a country be planned
so that these would make a maximum contribution to
the economic and social development of a country?"
(Bacchus 1967: 222).

The application of Goodenough's model to the process of planning does not
render planning a scientific discipline, nor does it answer the fundamen-
tal question posed by Bacchus. It does, however, avoid major pitfalls in
planning social change and by so doing increases the likelihood that the
goals of an educational plan will be realized. A recent planning docu-
ment notes that:

A strategy, no matter how well conceived, is of
little value unless it can be implemented. The
process of planning, therefore, must constantly
take into account . . . available mechanisms for
effective implementation (Education and World
Affairs 1967: 15).

Our analysis and the record of a number of recent educational plans
(see Jacobs, Weigand, and Macomber, 1963) indicate that participation
in decision-making is seminal to effective implementation.

A first priority for educational planning, therefore, is to
ensure that indigenous participation obtains in the planning process
itself and in the decision-making apparatus set up as a result of
planning.

Our second priority for educational planning (one which sounds
rheto-ical in its statement) is that a set of well defined priorities
emerge from the process of planning. This statement is premised on the
assumption that the resources of an underdeveloped area will not allow
the short -terra achievement of all goals that might be deemed desirable
as a result of negotiation or planning. Because modern educational
planning aims to bring about a

. . . balanced development of the whole educa-
tional system . . . allowing for the economic
and social factors operating in the country
concerned (UNESCO 1962: 5),

the scope of any modern educational plan is necessarily broad and im-
posing. Given this scope, the temptation is to plan on the assumption
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that all aspects of the educational system require "immediate attention
and dramatic expansion" and to provide proposals which are in the words
of one educational plan

. . . massive, expensive, and unconventional.
To accomplish all of them would undoubtedly be
beyond . . . present resources . . . (Ashby et
al. 1960: 3).

In their review of a number of recent educational plans, Jacobs, Weigand,
and Macomber (1963) correctly note that such an approach falls to es-
tablish priorities, to work out feasible procedures and acceptable time
phasing for implementation. Having located Micronesia in political,
ecormic, and social terms, our second priority for educational plan-
ning is that priorities must emerge and must be related to the Micro-
nesian situation and to alternatives oxen to Micronesians.

The approach taken by Harbison and Myers arrives at a number
of specific recommendations for countries at given stages of develop-
ment. In other words, their comparative study results in the establish-
ment of priorities for the educational systems of countries at given
developmental stages. As our analysis of the Micronesian economy sug-
gested, however, economic priorities or educational priorities must be
determined through consideration of the politico-economic constraints
of the situation. As noted in a human resource development strategy in
which Harbison and Myers took part,

There are two major factors which constrain
implementation of any strategy: (1) financial
resources available for education and training,
and (2) the quality of instruction (Education
and World Affairs 1967: 14).

In dealing with the need to account for financial constraints, the same
report continues:

. . . this report examines in detail the finan-
cial constraints confronting the planter in
attempts to implement a human resource strategy.
These include the cost of various programs (and)
the share of scarce financial resources availa-
ble for such programs . . . (Education and World
Affairs 1967: 14).

Realistic appraisals of financial constraints should form part of the
communication and negotiation process of planning as derived from social
change considerations. Because resources for educat4on in a developing
area are likely to provide rigorous constraints on educational invest-
ment, this approach will result in realistic pziorittes with high proba-
bility of implementation.
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To the educational planner, the Micronesian case yields a num-
ber of implications beyond the general "participation" implication which
was derived specifically from Goodenough's typology. In political terms,
our analysis indicates that Micronesian participation must be sought not
only in the planning of political growth and the formation of new poli-
tical institutions, but that an explicit goal of educational planning
must be the furnishing of a political elite for immediate leadership
purposes. Moreover, from a decision making viewpoint, education must
quickly provide Micronesians with an awareness of political alternatives
so that political choice becomes acceptable as a goal of trusteeship and
realistic from the Micronesian perspective.

Tit referring to political leadership and political elites it
is useful to think of polities as including not only government in the
conventional sense but also decision-making in all spheres of public
policy. Black (1966: 62) notes twit:

Political leadership must be thought of in terms
not of the few leaders who make the headlines
but of the thousands of individuals in every so-
ciety who play a prominent role in political
decisions.

The term "elite" is usually employed by anthropologists and political
scientists in a rather specialized manner, referring to those persons
or positions that command the greatest authority or respect in any
group. For our purposes, "elite" is used in a fairly generalized way
along the lines defined by Black. When this is related to planning,
education is seen as providing for the emergence of a "societal elite"
providing leadership and influencing decision making throughout the
society. Our analysis specifies the emergence of such an elite as a
priority in the modernization of Micronesia. Shils defines elite for-
mation as a minimal requirement to a modern state:

To be modern, a society requires at least a
rational administration which extends its Juris-
diction to the territorial boundaries of the
state (Shils 1965: 495).

Another way of looking at the need for elite formation is provided by
Galbraith who notes that for countries at a development level comparable
to that in Micronesia, the failure of a competent elite to emerge re
sults in disintegration, and

It is not clear when (or even whether) the pro-
cess of disintegration can be reversed by in-
ter.ial influences (Galbraith 1965: 25).

Our analysis has, therefore, stressed the importance of poli-
tical leadership to the development of Micronesia; it has similarly
stressed that one of the goals of educational planning is to attempt
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to ensure that such leadership emerges. We have also derived from the
short-run implication of a plebiscite the 'proposition that it is of
immediate importance for education in Micronesia that measures be taken
to provide for the dissemination of information regarding political
alternatives available to the peoples of Micronesia. Educational plan-
ning for Micronesian political development should, therefore, be
directed toward two political criteria:

I. the emergence of a modern Micronesian governtrent which
will operate an educational system, take responsibility for corounica-
tion and transportation, seek to foster e-.onomic development and, in
general, direct the Institutions and 6tructurcs of the society;

2. the provision of sufficient information to the Micronesian
population as a whole to allow for a political decision which will
affect the entire political future of the area.
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CHAPTER VI

AN EDUCATION PLAN FOR MICRONESIA

Comprehensive Proposals

In April of 1967 tht. Trust Territory Government contracted
with the Stanford Research Institute to assist in a master plan for
educational development in Micronesia. The objectives of the proposed
study were: (1) to develop a preliminary master plan for education in
Micronesia; (2) to identify possible actions that might be taken imme-
diately to enhance the educational program in Micronesia and to bring
it into greater harmony with broader development objectives for Micro-
nesia; and (3) to specify an approach for refining the preliminary
master plan, including a definition of analytical studies beyond the
limits of the initial study.

The defined objectives and scope of the study were similar to
the notion of human resource development as outlined by Harbison and
Myers. In this, the SRI report diverged markedly from the Nathan report
in that the former assumed that all programs and any investment should
first be considered in terms of capability for developing the human re-
sources of Micronesia. Indicative of this assumption is a phrase which
is used several times throughout the report: "Hire Micronesian, Train
Micronesian."

Central to the methodology followed by the SRI team was the
attempt to involve Micronesians in the planning process. Two confer-
ences were held during the summer of 1967; both involved the participa-
tion of Microhesian leaders and educators. The first conference lasted
for one week and attempted to identify key issues in planning education
for Micronesia and to solicit Micronesian views on these. A second
week-long conference was later held in which the SRI team submitted
their preliminary findings and proposals. Negotiation as outlined by
Goodenough took place and discussion occurred on the suitability, feasi-
bility, and acceptability of these proposals. During the six-week
interval separating the two conferences, members of the SRI team were
dispersed to the various areas of Micronesia and spent approximately
five weeks familiarizing themselves with local expectations, aspirations,
and problems. Views were sought at the village level, from both Ameri-
can and Micronesian teachers, from the newly emerging Micronesian elite
as well as from the traditional elite. Especially valuable to this
approach was the experience of an anthropologist who was one member of
the team, who had spent several years in Micronesia and who was fluent
in two of the major languages of the territory. Following the second
conference the team remained at the administrative center in order to
carry out the following tasks:

1. Analysis of conference results
2. Collection of additional data from the Trust Territory

Administration
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3. Preparation of certain draft chapters of the final report
4. Briefings on the team's preliminary conclusions, given to

members of the American administration of Micronesia
5. Briefing and discussions with members of the Conexese of

Micronesia, including a meeting with the Education Committee of the
House and the Senate.

At each stage the team discovered that the Goodenough paradigm
of wants and needs was applicable. In many instances American views of
the wants and needs of Micronesians were in no way consistent with Micro-
nesian views. Financial constraints on development and the necessity of
establishing priorities were discussed. The report itself was the re-
sult of negotiation, of positing a number of alternatives by which cer-
tain wants might be obtaind, discussing the implication of each alterna-
tive, and arriving at agreement on which alternative was maximally likely
to succeed, or, to cast this in Goodenough's terms, arriving at an
agreed-upon need. That this approach to planning met with the cooperation
and approval of Micronesians is reflected to some extent in a resolution
passed by the Congress of Micronesia which commended the SRI team on its
approach and urged that copies of their final report be placed at the
disposal of the Congress.

The approach to manpower planning formed one component of the
SRI team's educational plan. As Coombs notes, however, there is a seri-
ous philosophical conflict between the new manpower interest in educa-
tion and the traditional view of education's role in a free society:

In the context of manpower shortage the educational
system comes to be vicm:-.! as a "brainpower industry"
whose social function is to develop human beings as
instruments for building national economic strength.
Under the traditional view of education it was taken
for granted that education ccntributed only indi-
-7ectly (and almost incidentally) to the economic
and general welfare of the nation, but the over-
arching purpose of education in a free society
was to enable individuals to realize their, full
human potentialities for their own sake (Bacchus
1967: 229).

The coupling of the manpower component with the negotiating approach
suggested by Goodenough was an attempt on the part of the SRI team to
reduce any potential conflict between these two approaches. The recom-
mendations of the SRI team indicate that a broad human resource strategy
resulted from their investigation -- a strategy which coupled manpower
considerations with social and political considerations.

The major conclusions and recommendations of the SRI report
are summarized as follows:
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1. Human resourcP development should be elevated to the
prime objective of the Trusteeship.

2. Even with the maximum feasible expansion of secondary and
post-secondary educational opportunities for Micronesians, manpower
shortages will occur in high- and middle-level occupations; this will
be a limiting factor in the rate of economic development. Hence, out-
of-school as well as in-s,Thool development opportunities deserve
priority.

3. Manpower policies to ensure the employment and training
of Micronesians in economic projects are to be encouraged. To assist
in the creation and protection of such policies, a Manpower Bocrd,
broadly representative of all interests, is recommended. All economic
development programs, the report. recommends, should 11,.: considered
against the criterion of Micronesian human resource development.
Counterpart training programs are recommended for use wherever possible.
If these recommendations are implemented, they will lead to the phased
removal of non-Micronesian personnel which, it will be recalled, was
urged by Harbison and Myers.

4. Planning for Micronesia's education is an ongoing process
and as such, a structure is recommended to define aad re-define the
objectives of education and training in Micronesia. The report urges
significant Micronesian participation in this structure and goes so
far as to suggest that such participation might possibly come (in the
early stages at least) from the education committees of the Congress of
Micronesia.

5. The report notes that the present educational system in
Micronesia requires expansion and improvement at all levels. However,
secondary education needs to be given top priority at the present stage
in Micronesia's development because of the immediate need for middle-
and upper-level skills in economic, educational, and political develop-
ment, plus the necessity to establish priorities with a view to maxi-
mizing financial resources available for education.

6. Coupled with 5, the report suggests that political and
economic needs of Micronesians will best be met if the recommended con-
centration of educational resources is supplemented by a scholarship
program which will afford ample opportunities for promising Micronesians
to study at tertiary educational levels.

7. The report recommends that the Trust Territory administra-
tion establish a system of occupational education. On-the-job training
programs were considered by the team. They are not, however, recommen-
ded for the present stage of Micronesian development since the training
capacity of both the administration and the few private enterprises
operating in Microlesia appears to be very low. One of the functions
of the recommended educational planning structure would be to provide
continual research into manpower needs and to see that occupational
education programs were coordinated with these.
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8. The report finds that the present system of teacher prepa-
ration in Micronesia involves the setting of American standards for tea-
chers, and states that tuis standard is not appropriate to Nicronesi:
being much too costly in light of Micronesia's present level of develop-
ment. Accordingly, the report recommends a more economical alternative.
This plan involves phasing over a ten-year period and allows for: a) a

gradual e:pansion of present facilities; b) the provision of Micronesian
elementary school teachers to meet the projected needs of elementary
schools by 1973; and c) the replacement of non-Micronesian teaching
personnel at the elementary level by 1973. In the words of the report:

The shift from U.S. contract teachers to Micronesian
teachers is consistent with other recommendations in
this report to shape education and training more
appropriately to Micronesian needs (Platt and Soren-
sen, et al. 1967: 3).

9. Adult education facilities should be greatly expanded,
utilizing all possible media. Special emphasis is placed on the Luis-
tional value of adult education in the sphere of public information and
in preparation for self - government.

10. The report urges that one criterion for judging employees
of the Trust Territory government (non-Micronesians) should be the
ability of these persons to train Micronesian counterparts.

11. Finally, the report states that Micronesians should be
encouraged and afforded the opportunity to assume increasing responsi-
bility for educational planning and policy making, as well as financial
responsibility for the educational system.

The foregoing are only some of the major recommendations in
the SRI report. It runs to over 200 pages and contains many others.
What is important for our purposes is that the preceding summary demon-
strates that the SRI team incorporated into its report many of the main
implications we discovered in our analysis of Micronesia. In particu-
lar, the authors of the SRI report sought out and incorporated the views
of Micronesians. Consistent with Gcodenough's explication, considerable
emphasis is placed on an increase in the number of Micronesians in the
role of change agents. The recommendations for the creation of a Man-
power Board and for a structure for future educational planning involve
attempts to ensure that Micronesian wants and needs will be represented
in major decision-making structures. Further, the SRI report emphasizes
the expansion of second-level educational facilities, accompanied by a
scholarship program to provide access to tertiary education; our analy-
sis stressed that these would be the channels through which the new
Micronesian elite Is most likely to emerge. At all levels of formal
education, the report attempts to relate projected manpower needs to
educational output. Yet it also stresses the need for adult education
because a) in traditional Micronesian society, manhood is not granted
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to all males at age twenty-one, but is usually reserved for considerably
older persons, and b) the approaching plebiscite will require that
Micronesians at all age levels be aware of what political alternatives
exist and of the probable consequences of any given political decision.

Despite the convergence of our analysis with the results of
the SRI study, there are several distinctions and differences to be
drawn. In the first instance, the SRI report assumes not only that
Micronesia will move toward self-government (irrespective of what
political alternatives are decided upon by plebiscite) but also that
Micronesia's present geographical and political boundaries will remain
intact. The political integration of Micronesia's presently disparate
units may indeed be a desirable goal, as we have previously suggested,
but the SRI report does not make clear what relationship education
will have in building "one Micronesia". On the one hand, the report
recommends the localization of elementary schools; on the other it
suggests that there may be a danger in localized or district-based
secondary schools:

. . . while a high sense of local community
identification with an elementary school is
desirable, excessive identification could
lead to provincialism and could be detrimen-
tal (Platt and Sorensen, et al. 1967: 87).

In considering the benefits of a degree-granting institution of higher
education in Micronesia, the report states that such an institution

. . . would be a unifying influence, providing
its student body with pan-Micronesian experiences
and attitudes (p. 133).

It appears that the SRI authors assumed that education would aid the
process of political integration if secondary and post-secondary educa-
tional institutions could afford inter-ethnic contact and common experi-
ences. No evidence is given in support of this assumption; indeed, it
appears that evidence does not exist. The feasibility of the proposi-
tion that the resent boundaries of Micronesia will remain intact re-
mains to be determined. What is obvious is that the viability of the
SRI recommendations would be considerably affected if the present
territorial and political integrity of Micronesia were to be altered.
Yet, in addition to not establishing a process whereby education would
foster "one Micronesia" (or at least in failing to make clear such a
relationship), the SRI report does not offer a contingent plan to cover
the possible political separation of Micronesia.

In the absence of any clear present determination of the
political goal, the SRI team accepted the axiom that its proposals for
human resource development should not prejudice the attainment of
possible political goals.
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We assume that during the Trusteeship, development
efforts, including those in education and training,
should keep open, as much as possible, the various
options es to the type of political future Microne-
sians will choose when they exercise their right to
self-determination. A criterion of validity for an
educational proposal is thus its adaptability to
any of the political options (Platt and Sorensen,
et al. 1967: 8).

But the report goes on to state that regardless of the choice that the
Micronesians may make,

. . . in self-determination, we have assumed a
continuation of some kind of U. S. involvement
and financial support in Micronesia over the
full planning horizon of our study (p. 9).

While this assumption can easily be defended given the reality of the
existing and the probability of the projected financial dependence of
Micronesia on the United States, the implications of increased financial
dependence through the expansion of educational facilities does, de
facto, impose a constraint upon the sorts of viable political alterna-
tives available to Micronesia over the short run. In view of the possi-
ble political consequences of the methods employed by the SRI team to

develop proposals for education, their application of the model does not
satisfy the criterion. The implications of the proposed strategy for
the feasibility of independence have not been spelled out, while alter-
native strategies appropriate to the several possible and different
political goals were not developed. The report notes only that

Time did not permit a systematic critique of pro-
posals under each of these political conditions.
Suffice it to state here . . . that we sought to
keep options open (p. 8).

The prospect of an educational system in Micronesia expanded over the
next several years by means of the steady input of U. S. dollars, and
with the United States assuming the burden of recurrent educational
expenditures over the foreseeable future, is one which appears to effec-
tively preclude the alternative of independence.

In the context of the uncertainty of Micronesia's future and
the relationship of different options to different patterns of human
resource development, the responsibility of planners is to provide in-
formation on which policy decisions can be based rather than a single
strategy which is related to different options in different degrees.
This responsibility is increased by Micronesians' lack of appreciation
of the relationships between education and the several development
alternatives before them. The wants and needs of Micronesians as to the
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political future cannot be divorced from their aspirations toward the
alternative prospects for education which are posed by the political
options. Though the SRI report accepted that the participation of
Micronesians in decision-making is an axiom of the Trusteeship agree-
ment, it did not inform Micronesians of the alternatives which would
flow from the (Taws of either a rapid Lovement to independence on the
one hand, or absorption into part of existing U. S. territories on the
other, though the independence goal is a possibility inherent in the
trusteeship and a goal of absorption is held by existing political par-
ties. Here the SRI team adopted the most likely short-term political
goal and avoided the task of explicating the alternative, long-term
goals, as a basis for educational strategy.

Our propositions for political and social development con-
verge on the priority to equip a Micronesian leadership capable of
decision-making at all levels, including the formulation of long-term
political and economic strategies through programs of higher education.
The SRI plan incorporates proposals to mitigate the present and antici-
pated shortfall of college graduates through improvement in the quality
and quantity of secondary education for all Micronesians, the provision
of a college preparatory program to increase the proportion of success-
ful college students, and by improved counseling services. Each of
these approaches, while no doubt directed toward the long-term strength-
ening of the formal education system will do little to accelerate the
flow of college graduates in the short term. While these proposals form
an adequate expression of the need to strengthen the educational struc-
ture and to utilize education as a tool for economic growth, they do not
recognize the present political imperatives or the emphasis we would
place on the decision-making role of Micronesians.

The absolute priority for leadership development which we
derive through the perspectives of comparative models requires the.
education planner to identify those points both within and without the
formal education system at which the short-term development of leader-
ship can be accelerated, simultaneously with the more gradual ircrease
in the stream of young graduates. While these potential points are not
easy to locate, and the selection of those to be provided with programs
and the design of programs may involve both innovation and the possi-
bility of occasional failure, a high priority for leadership develop-
ment requires the use of less gradualist approaches. Seminars, work-
shops, and longer programs of formal education designed for the speci-
fic needs of those Micronesians in emergent leadership roles, and the
selection and enriched education of outstanding school students provide
means for potential acceleration to which the SRI plan gives little
attention.

It will be recalled that we discussed the necessity of estab-
lishing priorities and of considering financial constraints in the plan-
ning of education. In general, the SRI report does attempt to estab-
lish priorities even though it makes recommendations for the entire
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educational system. What it fails entirely to do, however, is to pro-
vide cost studies or to discuss the financial constraints which led to
its priorities. Given the assumption of continued U. S. involvement in
Micronesia, the authors of the report are no doubt correct in assuming
that the resources of the U. S. are more than sufficient to see to the
expansion of Micronesia's educational system. The question which must
be asked, however, is whether even a much-expanded Micronesian economy
will be able to support the educational industry which the SRI report
plans for Micronesia. No attempt is made in the report to analyze the
cost of educational expansion in terms of these constraints or, for that
matter, in terms of any other constraints.

It is, of course, possible that Micronesians might still choose
independence in 1972 and then use their strategic location to extract
financial supports from other countries. The political possibility and
the economic value of this is, however, undetermined; such an assumption
is, therefore, unmanageable in terms of plannii.g.

A further planning weakness derives from both the structure of
the SRI planning effort and the recommendations of the van itself. Al-
though Micronesian participation was an axiom accepted by the SRI plan-
ners, this participation was quite circumspect in that no Micronesian per-
sonnel were involved to the degree of active participation on the team.
To act in an advisory or consultative role is qualitatively different
from involvement with the team writing the report. The argument may,
of course, be proffered that planning expertise is a necessary precon-
dition to team membership, but this is inconsistent with the fundamental
propositions which we have derived from our social change analysis. More-
over, other educational planning efforts which followed essentially the
same procedure as SRI have been found deficient in the marginal partici-
pation of tnose for whom the plan is being made (see Jacobs, Weigand,
and Macomber on the Ashby Report; see also Bezanson on the same report).

It follows from this that questions should be raised as to the
efficacy of the entire process by which the plan was constructed. This
process may rightly be viewed as follows: a) short-term involvement;
b) intensive but limited fieldwork operations; c) negligible follow-up
by the team itself. The approach, in other words, is that of a task
force. In his foreword to a similar report on Nigeria, Harbison cripti-
cally notes the need for the ongoing involvement and follow-up by the
task force approach:

Although this document is entitled a final report,
it is hoped that it will provide a basis for fur-
ther, more intensive discussions. . . there is need
to discuss fully with officials the observations and
recommendations set forth in this report, and to try
to build a consensus among interested parties . . .

The . . . Task Force expects to participate in this
itIpartat. consensus-buildinsLexercise (Education and
Wotid Affairs, Dec. 1967: 9). (Underscoring ours.)
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If the tack force approach is to continue as a standardized approach to
educational planning, two propositions follow: 1) participation of
those for whom the plan is being made should be to the extent of involve-
ment on the task force, not merely as members in advisory roles, and 2)
because of the short-term involvement of the task force approach in ad..
vance of the tabling of a report, follow-up through discussions at all
levels with the purpose of attempting to build a consensus appears to
be a necessary part of the planning approach. Both propositions find
ample support through analysis; both point to weaknesses in the SRI
effort.

If we refer back to our analysis of identity and identity
change, the most fundamental proposition which we derived was that
immutable notions of Micronesian identity must be recognized and pre-
served. In this connection, the SRI report urges from a practical
viewpoint that Micronesians be involved in and placed in decision-
making roles. The report, however, places its greatest emphasis on
Micronesian decision-making as this would relate directly to education
and to educational developments. The more immediate changes in Micro-
nesian identity will arise from decisions taken in the political and
administrative spheres of the territory. Here it must be noted that
the report places little emphasis on recruiting Micronesians into these
pervasive decision-making areas over the short term. There are state-
ments in the report which suggest that non-indigenous personnel should
be judged in part by their ability to train and shift responsibility to
Micronesian counterparts. Attention, however, is not drawn to the
revolutionary changes which confront Micronesians or to the deleterious
results which might follow should these constitute a direct challenge
to aspects of identity which Micronesians perceive as immutable. Such
changes over the short term arP likely to have relatively permanent
effects. caanges instituted by Micronesians, on the other hand, are
less likely to challenge immutable aspects of identity. It seems,
therefore, that the SRI report does not give justifiable emphasis to
the need to recruit Micronesians into the most influential decision-
making roles over the short term.

Educational planning is an activity of quite recent origin.
The UNESCO document, Elements_in Educdtional Plamisg, mentions three
specific stages in the development of modern educational planning. In
both of the first two stages education WAS regarded as a social service
which a poor country could scarce afford to provide. The third stage
involves that of overall educational planning aimed at bringing about
a balanced development of the whole educational system. At this third
stage, education takes account of social and economic factors in order
to "fit into" a general development plan.

Beyond these three stages of educational planning, however,
lies a fourth stage -- one which is not mentioned in the UNESCO docu-
ment. This stage can be described as the stage at which educational
planning attempts to make a more direct contribution to the attainment
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of social and political goals, and to the implementation of development
plans by attempting to ensure that the educational institutions are pro-
viding the manpower needs of the developing economy. Bacchus (1967: 225)
describes this fourth stage of planning as follows:

. . . educational planning is no longer aimed simply
at getting education to fit into the development
plan. Instead, educational planners are beginning
to examine how the educational system of a country
can be planned so as to contribute most effectively
toward the attainment of . . . social and economic
goals . . . In fact, this extension of the scope of
educational planning is aimed at giving education a
more positive role to play in the country's economic
and social development.

We conclude that the SRI report involved an educational plan-
ning effort at the fourth stage of educational planning as outlined by
Bacchus. While efforts were made to fit education into the economic de-
velopment plan for Micronesia, the process of planning itself and the
structure for further planning of Micronesian education places education
in a most instrumental role in the social, political, and economic de-
velopments of the area. Planning was viewed by the SRI team as a con-
tinuous process which would conceivably lead to restatements of goals
and reassessments of priorities. Despite some obvious weaknesses in
the SRI report, the planning effort affords, indeed encourages, the on-
going assessment and reassessment of plans, priorities, and alternatives.
Micronesian participation in this ongoing planning is strongly endorsed
by the report. Thus, if the SRI report has overlooked alternatives as
we have suggested, it also attempts to place Micronesians in a position
where they may deal with what has been neglected in Micronesia's present
plan for educational development.

Manpower Estimation

Up to this point the desirable characteristics of the educa-
tion system have been derived explicitly from the analysis of other
systems as a series of dependent variables. Implicit in this analysis,
however, is the view that education is a powerful independent variable
for these development processes through its role as a generator of the
human capacities vital to the shaping of these processes. We 6eed to
consider also that access to education is an aspiration of the popula-
tion and forms an important goal for the political system and the society
to its own right. Micronesians across the islands at all levels of
occupations express this desire for more schooling for children and
more adult education.

It follows from these perspectives that the quantitative and
qualitative parameters of an education system cannot be derived
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exclusively from a consideration of the need for economic growth. This

would not only represent a partial consideration of the demands upon
education, but would also neglect the dependence of economic growth
policies upon the growth strategies developed by the political leader-
ship and acceptable to the constituencies, and the aspirations of the
people for social development.

One approach to the problem posed by the need to consider the
enrollment and structure of the education system as dependent upon a
number of these variables has been to place the responsibility for man-
power projections with economists who use specific and narrow economic
growth targets or projections as their exclusive criteria, and for edu-
cation and other policy planners to use the °e "economic" estimates as
guides in the formulation of education plans.

The difficulties in reconciling econom :.c and other criteria
when these are used independently to define needs for education have
been stated by Parnes (1962: 23):

If one begins with the "manpower approach", the
required enrolment ratios that this yields can
be compared with those established by the "cul-
tural approach". Increases in planned enrolments
over and above those indicated by manpower con-
siderations can simply be "added in" . . .

Actually, if alternative targets have been estab-
lished in the cultural approach, as has been
suggested, there will be several sets of data,
the cost !mplications of which may then be
explored.

In Micronesia economic criteria alone are the basis for the
projections of manpower needs made in the report of the Nathan Associ-
ates. The exclusively economic goal of this report was to attain a
maximum rate or increase in the gross national product by increasing
the flow of private investment from external and internal sources and
underpinning this flow with governmental expenditure on supporting
infrastructures.

The central weakness in this approach is not that the economic
targets are unrealistic on economic criteria or that the baseline data
or methodologies are inadequate -- although both these factors are ex-
tremely difficult of solution in a country in the early stages of
develowent -- but that the economic targets may be unrealistic when
related to the political and social realities of the country as well as
being only one of several demands upon the education system. We have
already advanced the criticism that the Nathan recommendations for
economic growth are unrealistic and probably undesirable in relation
to the social realities of Micronesia. Because the alienation of land,
and the importation of foreign labor in large quantities as recommended
in the economic plan are unacceptable to the po!itical elite which must
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have the support of Microneeians, these economic criteria not only neg-
lect, but actually contradict the goals of the political system. Were
the Nathan plans not merely economic, but part of an overall development
strategy,, this criticism would not be pertinent, but it would still be
true that the need for manpower for economic growth could be only part
of the total need.

Harbibon and Myers havc proposed that a "strategy of human
resource development" should replace estimations and projections of the
manpower needed for economic growth. Such a strategy would consider
economic data as one input, but also consider as inputs the ,goals for
the society held by the elites, and the pressures inherent in the poli-
tical and social systems in the country, All these factors should de-
termine a strategy which recognizes the dynamic interrelations between
them, and gives a balanced weighting to each. The strategy would not
comprise a "forecast", but define a series of "goals" which could guide
a "balanced" development of human resources in the sense that it responds
to a number of goals.

The essence of a strategy of human resource
development is the achievement of an effective
balance in choices between policy alternatives.
The nature of this balance depends upon the
goals of a society, itn level of development,
and its leadership. A country which fails to
achieve a proper balance will produce the wrong
kind of high-level manpower . , invest in the
wrong kind of education (Harbison and Myers 1964:
175-176).

The importance which this model gives to the interrelation-
ships between different aspects of development recognizes the most
salient characteristic of current development programs within Micro-
nesia. Its emphasis upon the use of the goals of the leadership grwip(s)
in a countvy as a real factor accords with the proposal we have made :or
the consideration of the wants of the society as both a real and an ideal
factor in social change. The use of these goals as criteria for a suita-
ble strategy also avoids the ethnocentrism inherent in the alternative
of imposing the planners' goals and views of an appropriate strategy
upon the country.

While these characteristics of the model suggest its suita-
bility for the Micronesian case, they also pose considerable analytic
problems in application. For it demands the identification of the real
factors in development and, particularly, the interrelationships between
them and the implications of these interrelationships for human resource
development; and it calls for a careful judgment as to the operative
goals in a country which has an expatriate executive but no unified
leadership and few articulate leaders among its own nationals.

Herbison and Myers' insight into the real pressures which a
strategy of human resource development must satisfy is provided by the
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comparative analysis of countries at different levels of human resource
development. The typical pressures which they lientify for Level I
countries are recognizable as pressures in Micronesia. it needs to be
asked, further, whether they have a typical weight in the Micronesian
case, whether they are related in the typical way, and whether there
are not other factors which have equal or greater significance.

In their view, the most important short-term need in Level I
countries is the attainment of political sovereignty since this is a
goal in political development, and a precondition for the formulation
of stable long-term programs for economic growth. The corollary to
this pressure for human resource development is a plan for rapid t.e-
placement of expatriates, the development of high-level manpower
through a crash program of secondary education, maximum increases in
tertiary education and executive training, and, where the resources are
limited, a qualitative rather than quantitative improvement in elemen-
tary education. Our analysis of political development in Micronesia
has led us to interpret the short-term political goal as preparation
for self-determination and a substantially higher participation in
self-government, while the long-term goal may involve a voluntarily
restricted sovereignty, or full sovereignty.

The short-term strategies for economic growth will be formu-
lated by the expatriate executive which controls the major inputs into
the economy, but formulated in response to the emerging Micronesian
leadership, the restraints of public opinion, and policies sanctioned
by the United Nations. Stable, long-term policies must await the
future political decisions as to the unity or separation of Micronesian
regions, and these decisions in turn depend upon the emergence of an
articulate, responsive, and authoritative leadership. To conclude,
therefore, that the urgency of the development of an indigenous leader-
ship in Micronesia is less than for the typical Level I country would
overlook two significant problems. One is the neglect of leadership
development in the past, which is thrown into sharp relief by the
sudden revolutionary changes in political and economic policies which
an indigenous leadership mat confront. The other is the significance
of the educated to formulate and give direction to Micronesian political
and economic aspirations given that these will be quickened by the
massive recent inputs of finance and manpower by the administering
authority. The marked discontinuity of change in Micronesia and the
range and complexity of urgent choices demand that leadership develop-
ment be given an urgent priority in the short term.

The implications fo: human resource development which flow
from this conclusion are closely similar to those which follow from
the "typical" country's task of political sovereignty. Plans for the
replacement of expatriates, however, would need to wait upon increased
output from the education system since there is no reservoir of trained
Micronesians. Because the level of resources available to Micronesia
is fixed by the American government, the quantitative expansion of ele-
mentary education through capital expenditure need not be limited by
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physical resources, though the level of the recurrent expenditure which
may need to come from Micronesian sources in the future has to be con-
sidered against the capacity of a future internal economy. This model
emphasizes the importance of the long-term strategies of the political
and economic elites as the moat significant factor in economic growth.
In Micronesia long-term strategies have not been adopted by the admini-
stration, and the proposals of the Nathan Associatee which assume a long-
term future based on imported foreign capital have been found to be un-
acceptable in part by an administration which is concerned with their
political consequences in the short term. The short-term strategy which
is clearly defined by the administration is for a vastly increased
expenditure in a transportation and communication infrastructure, en-
couragement to a tourist industry and an increase in indigenous cash
cropping.

The Micronesian political leadership group) have not articu-
lated policies for economic growth and are not equipped to do so by
present training nor encouraged to do so by a system of investment which
confines Micronesian responsibility to the distribution of internally
raised revenue. The first major implication of this model for human
resource development is the need to promote those Micronesians who will
begin to formulate the economic policies which will satisfy their social
and political aspirations. The capacities associated with this task
are to be found in the high-level manpower promoted by tertiary educa-
tion and executive, managerial and administrative experience. The im-
plication, therefore, accords first priority to the higher levels of
formal schooling and commercial and administrative training.

Presently held goals of Micronesians relevant to the economic
strategies which may emerge are as diverse as the impulse of the
Saipanese for incorporation into Guam -- the concern for jobs of the
people in the many small settlements which constitute the many islands'
towns and the concern of many groups to retain their land for cash and
subsistence crops.

There are, however, some commonly held aspirations of Micro-
nesians which can be expected to exert pressure on the strategies which
will later emerge. Many Micronesians have been associated first with
Japanese and then with American economic enterprise and support, and at
present receive incomes in excess of those to be found in other Level I
countries. There is a strong impulse toward employment in the wage
economy and there has been a substantial migration from many small
islands to centers of employment in the districts. The level of wants
of the Micronesian people can be satisfied only if the skills and or-
ganizing capacities of Micronesians are advanced rapidly, because the
geographical dispersion and lack of physical resources of the islands
severely limit economic growth which dependc upon natural resources.

These economic aspirations of the Micronesian people, together
with their relatively high level of income in relation to productivity
demand a human resource development strategy which will increase the
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effectiveness of those who are already employed, particularly in techni-
cal, commercial, and managerial skills. Such a strategy will also
create incentives for the employment and training of Micronesians to
promote levels of productivity which will support incomes greater than
those in surrounding Asian labor markets.

The model's process of translating pressures and goals for
political and social change and demands for economic growth into quanti-
tative and qualitative needs for manpower involves the following judg-
ments (Harbison and Myers 1964: 202 -208):

1. The planner must select those goals for the
country which are most imponant and gener-
ally accepted.

2. Major reliance should be placed on reasonable
comparisons both within the economy and with
other countries, since nations tend to formu-
late their policies by comparing themselves to
other countries.

3. The estimates of manpower requirements should
be considered as targets which will influence
the direction of growth rather than precise
goals to be reached in a given time.

4. The estimates should provide a comprehensive
and balanced set of targets, integrated with
general development policies.

5. Since comparisons yield only approximations
to appropriate targets, the targets should
be arrived at by a number of methods.

Because there are no comprehensive proposals for economic
growth in Micronesia which have the status of plans, and the proposals
which do exist represent a radical departure from the stagnant econ,my
of the last several years, Harbison and Myers' argument for the rejec-
tion of forecasting approaches are highly pertinent to the Micronesian
case. Again, however, there are serious conceptual problems in the
application of this target-setting approach in addition to the central
problem of establishing goals.

Countries with political and economic circumstances which are
analogous to those cf Micronesia are difficult to locate. Those coun-
tries which are also within the sphere of influence of the United States
are not trusteeships, and the patterns of development in the Virgin
Islands, Hawaii, Guam, and to a lesser extent American Samoa, are not
consonant with trusteeship objectives. The United States, which has
been used by the administration as a norm to set standards for educe
tion, does not provide a comparable economy for this model. Compari-
sons with a number of countries at Level It on the Harbison and Myers
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index is possible, however, from comparative data on occupational
structures recently published.1)2 The per capita productivity of workers
in these economies, from $570 to $740, is comparable with that in Micro-
nesia of $850, a figure which reflects the U. S. influence rather than
the influence of market factors on Micronesian wage rates. Data from
the same source are available for the levels of education which are
associated with the st.Lu:tu,...: and productivity of manpower. The limi-
tations upon these comparisons are, however, serious. The use of Level
II countries to set targets is not part of the framework of comparison°
used by Micronesians or the U. S. administration, and the structure of
industry in these countries would need to be competed more closely with
the structure in Micronesia before comparison could he considered valid.

Human resource development was accepted by the Stanford Re-
search Institute as a goal derived directly from the purposes of the
Trusteeship.

We assume that self-government is to be exercised
by the Micronesian prople themselves and that it is
to their political, economic, and social development
that all development effort should be directed.
Therefore the overriding meaning of the Trusteeship
agreement is that the development of human resources
should be the major focus of effort (Platt and
Sorensen, et al. 1967: 7).

Further, this objective was given paramount importance when
integrated with other development goals.

This criterion of development thus transcends other
development objectives. Such sub-objectives as
rapid land improvement, expansion of tourism, and
improvement of transportation facilities are thus
judged not only in their own right, but alsc
against the conclusion of their contribution to
tl..e transcending objective of human resource de-
velopment (Platt and Sorensen,sA al. 1967: 7).

The overall approach to the definition of volume in human re-
source development was to use manpower or economic criterit to set the
targets. The Nathan Associates' targets, based on the overall goal of
promoting maximum private investment, were used as one set of approxi-
mations. An establishment survey of administration departments which

..11.11
1
See P.R.O. Layard and J. C. Saigal, "Educational ane Occupational

Characteristics of 'isnpower: An International Comparison". British
Journal of Industrial Relations, Vol. IV, July, 1966. Data are published
for Level II countries of Peru and Ecuador.

2
Structure here is the proportion of the work force in the various

occupational categories.
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employ approximately 80% of the current work force yielded a projection
which was used as a second approximation. Both approximations diverge
from the model in that they are limited to economic criteria, and the
Nathan projections with respect, also, to their status cs economic
policy. Both approximations are limited to the very short term -- a
period of five years -- and the Stanford Research Institute felt the
necessity to extrapolate for a further five years.

The structure of this manpower, with respect to the propor-
tions of professional and technical, administrative, clerical, skilled,
and semi-skilled workers was derived by a series of comparisons with
the existing proportions in Micronesia and comparison with the propor-
tions in the U. S. work force of 1960. At this point the procedure
used diverges from the proposal in the model to use comparison with
other countries at a similar level of development. The procedure,
therefore, may well overestimate the proportion in the higher levels
of skill. This is illustrated by comparison of the structure proposed
by the SRI team with those for Peru and Ecuador (Level II countries)
in Table 3 (page 76). Yet it is apparent that the proportions of the
1967 Micronesian work force in these occupations were as high as those
to be found in Level III, semi-advanced, countries. (See Table 4, page
76.)

The result of the SRI procedures, then, has been to propose
targets for Micronesia which the model would support as appropriate for
the seri-advanced countries.

The educational attainment targets for these estimates were
obtained in a similar manner. The proportions at different levels in
the Micronesian work force were upgraded by reference to the proportions
to be found in those countries intermediate between Micronesia in 1967
and the United States in 1960, countries in which the productivity per
worker was similarly intermediate between that of Micronesia and the
United States. Judgment of the relevance of these comparisons was made
on an ad hoc basis, though the basic comparative data are empirical
(Platt 1966: 101). (See Table 5, page 77.)

These demands were accepted as targets for the education
system in the sense of targets in the Harbison and Myers model -- they
were used to establish the direction in which the education priorities
should be set in order to satisfy these economic criteria. This is to
give priority to output at the secondary vocational, and post-second-
ary levels of education. This priority was related to the structure
and volume of the education system by an analysis of the current intake
(95% of the 7-to-14 age group and 68% of the 15-to-19 age group) and
of bottlenecks in the flow of students arrough the system, chief of
which were the retardation of students at all levels and the inadequate
supply of secondary school places and tertiary scholarships. Trans-
lated into the educational system, these demands became the education
target of expanding secondary, occupational, and tertiary education as
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Table 5

Comparison of Demand EstiMates 1968-19721

Level of Education Estimate from Estimate from
Completed Economic Targets Establishment Survey*

College 1,370 792

Junior College 67 871

Vocational and
Secondary 1,729 2,407

Eighth Grade 5,178 2,045

*Based on those establishments which employed 80% of the
1967 work force, hence an underestimate of total demand.

lAdapted from the SRI report, Table 19, p. 49.

rapidly as the quality and quantity of students would permit, given
serious attempts to eliminate the bottlenecks.

A comparison of the feasible supply of manpower from the edu-
cation system with these targets indicated a considerable shortfall at
the college level and an approximate correspondence at the vocational
and secondary levels.

Level

Table 6

Comparison of Demand and Supply Estimates 1968-721

Demand
Comprehensive Approach 5 Trust Territory

Depts + Private
Education

Supply

College 1,370 792 108

Junior College 67 871 211

Vocational and
Secondary 1,729 2,407 2,767

Eighth Grade 5,178 2,045 7,369

lAdapted from the SRI report, Table 19, p. 49.
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This gap, or shortfall, between the formal education system
and economic targets was interpreted to hold implications for the pace
of economic growth and for the system of generating manpower within the
economy via certain perspectives or social and political development
goals. The Nathan report proposal to meet shortfalls by the importation
of foreign labor and by pressure to increase Micronesian migration would
satisfy this shortfall in strictly economic terms. Yet this solution
would not satisfy the social development criterion of maximizing Micro-
nesian participation in employment and decision making, or the political
goal of restraining foreign immigration which is accepted by the admini-
stration and Micronesian leaders, albeit for rather different reasons.

The SRI report proposed that economic growth goals should be
integrated to a greater degree with these sociopolitical considerations
by means of appropriate manpower development policies, and, if it should
be necessary in addition, by a less than maximum rate of expansion in the
capital construction programs. The chief means of integration proposed
was the development of a manpower development policy for government and
private enterprise which would establish a high priority for employment
and on-the-job training of Micronesians. Structurally, the policy was
to be implemented by a manpower board made up of representatives of the
administration and of Micronesians in government and private enterprise.

Conceptual and structural links between human resource develop-
ment perspective, overall planning, and the education system were recom-
mended through a radical change of design for the administration of for-
mal and post-employment education. This design called for the creation
of a Human Resource Development division of the administration, with its
executive head an Assistant Commissioner at cabinet level of overall
development planning. Within the division, the heads of the sections
concerned with formal schooling and with occupational and community edu-
cation were accorded equal status in an attempt to promote a balanced
allocation of resources to each type of program. Manpower needs, educa-
tion planning, and occupational placement were linked through the pro-
posal to set up a research and evaluation function which included plan-
ning for education and manpower relationships, as well as guidance func-
tions to relate education more closely to occupational characteristics.

Micronesians were to be associated with this structure through
a committee of Micronesians drawn from the Congress. The committee
would recommend on the functions and structures of advisory boards for
education at the central, district, and local levels.

By considering the task of human resource development to be
defined by political, social, and economic criteria, the SRI aims were
in accord with the view of human resource development proposed by the
Harbison and Myers model. The methods followed to set targets and de-
fine needs did, however, make use of essentially economic criteria with
respect to the structure of the work force in "comparable" countries
and the attainment levels in education which, in other countries, are
associated with similar levels of productivity. In practice the
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comparisons which were used as the basis for targets have established
targets which are beyond the level of the ,Mtcronesian economy to sus-
tain unless that economy is subsidized very substantially by foreign
investment, which certainly means United States investment, for a long
period.

The same method of analysis, though based on economic cri-
teria, led to a target for the most rapid feasible expansion of second-
ary and tertiary education. This target is consistent with the impli-
cations for education which we have derived independently from analysis
of the demands of political and social development.

Should economic and political dependency be related, the
method of analysis adopted by the SRI team would ensure a strong depend-
ency on the United States at the time of the plebiscite in 1972. It
also assumes an economic situation which will restrict the political
options available to Micronesia beyond this decision point.

The following is an alternative application of the model if a
goal of political independence based on substantial economic indepen-
dence is accorded a higher priority. Economic independence would imply
a reduced input from foreign investment, reduced quantitative and quali-
tative requirements for manpower, and, consequently, less ambitious
targets for the education system. The comparable countries to be used
as the basis on which to set targets would be those with a manpower
structure similar to Micronesia but capable of sustaining political
sovereignty.

The possibility that this goal may become paramount in
Micronesia is recognized at least in the explicit policies of the
United Nations and of the U. S. government. The program of the U. S.
government includes plans to establish a Commission

to promote the development of the inh.bitants of
the Trust Territory toward self-government or
independence as may be appropriate (Joint Reso-
lution of the U.S. Congress Regarding the Status
of the Trust Territory of the Pacific Islands).

Clearly, tha relationship which will exist between economic
and political independence in the newly developing countries is not
part of a human resource development model. Rather it is a problematic
issue for which evidence must be sought by the comparative analysis of
data from countries which are at a similar stage of development to
Micronesia. Just as clearly, for the task of planning a human resource
strategy, Micronesia needs to be informed by this type of analysis, or,
if the analysis is unavailable, the human resource planners need to be
informed by experienced students of this particular issue in political
growth.
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In the Micronesian case, the general strategy of the Harbison
and Myers model has provided a fruitful heuristic framework in which to
identify the factors in the political, economic, and social systems
which are related to human resource planning, and to suggest the struc-
tures which will incorporate human resource development perspectives in
the centers of decision making. The strategy of target setting, rather
than of forecasting requirements, provides an approach which is apposite
for the present amorphous stage of economic growth. The model's empha-
sis upon the development of a Micronesian leadership able to articulate
their own goals and strategies accords with the needs in political and
social as well as economic aspects of growth in Micronesia.

The chief difficulty of this model is in the latitude provided
for judgments as to appropriate comparative data, and in the challenge
this poses for planners to consider the implications of particular com-
parisons for the social and political systems. These judgments can be
strengthened only by research to enrich the comparative economic data,
and by further analysis of the implications for changes in the political
system which flow from the use of these data.
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CHAPTER VII

THE VALUE OF COMPARATIVE MODELS

Throughout this monogranh we have viewed the problems of edu-
cation through the perspective of the needs for development in inter-
dependent political and economic systems and for social and cultural
change. The social domain has not been conceptualized as a system, but
rather as a set of relationships between the peoples of Micronesia, and
in particular as the relationship of Micronesians to the points of
decision making which affect the direction of change, points at which
the expatriate administration has, for the most part, wielded executive
power.

Each of these aspects of development has been considered from
two points of view, one concerned with the definition of goals for the
system, the other with those relationships within and between the sys-
tems which we have considered to be necessary conditions for the attain-
ment of goals. Thus we have assumed that education is a necessary con-
dition for the emergence of the leadership which is required to estab-
lish political and economic strategies; it is a necessary condition for
the development of the skills and mobility required for economic growth;
and it is necessary for the effective participation of Micronesians in
decision making processes.

The reason for the consideration of both these aspects lies
in the assumption that it is possible to establish predictive relation-
ships between the education process and these goals and system require-
ments in general, and for the particular country under consideration.
We have attempted to explicate the relationships by using a number of
models of development processes and by attempting a logical analysis of
their applications to the conditions of Micronesia. The explication of
relationships will have been biased toward the relationships which are
salient in these models, and will have been realistic and comprehensive
only insofar as the models are applicable to countries in similar stages
of growth (thought of as Level I in manpower terms, or as colonial with
weak indigenous structures in political terms) and to a case with the
unique geographical situation and contact history of Micronesia.

The questions which the Micronesian case pose for the validity
and utility of these models can now be raised, together with the ques-
tion of whether these models have been wisely applied.

It is clear that the models have different characteristics
as conceptualizations of development processes and problems. Almond
and Powell's functional propositions which relate aspects of the politi-
cal system to its effectiveness are highly abstract and of such gene-
rality that they are offered as a framework for the analysis of any
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political system at any time. C. E. Black's criticism that their con-
structs are so vague that they may be interpreted differently by differ-
ent students indicates the judgmental nature of any attempt to use them
in the analysis of a particular case. Their own elucidation of the
constructs in particular times and places does not provide an illustra-
tion of the pertinence of the constructs to small-scale colonial socie-
ties. On a number of issues pertinent to the Micronesian case the model
offers little guidance. Almond and Powell have little to say as to the
key factors in the political system which are causes or consequences of
strong sentiments of separatism in the society. While they suggest that
national sentiments are the key to political integration, they do not
isolate the functions of the political system which are necessary to
promote these sentiments. In a situation where the local elite is
small, relatively untrained in executive functions and itself far from
unified, the model does not suggest which functions in the political
system may be taken over by a local elite with most effect on the system
as a whole.

The model lacks specificity, then, with respect to three
characteristics required by education planners. Its basic constructs
are vague and difficult to identify in the non-western societies at a
stage of transition toward greater indigenous participation in the politi-
cal system. In addition, the generality of the model provides only tenu-
ous links between the political syvtem and education. At least so far as
we have used them, their propositions have yielded very general priori-
ties as to the importance of the kind of education which will promote an
effective leadership -- one which may have the capability of developing
strategies for change, promoting ideals of national integration, and, by
virtue of Micronesian identity, enable the political system to gain in
popular support, thereby accruing greater power to influence change.
These are important general perspectives for the education system, but
they do not advance beyond the insight into tl'e role of leadership in
developing countries provided by the comparative analysis of E. A. Shils
(1959-60), nor take us far beyond the resolutions on the importance of
leadership development offered by the trusteeship council of the United
Nations.

C. E. Black's approach to the formulation of factors signifi-
cant for political growth is guided less by the aim of developing a
general system model and more by a concern to identify the modal issues
and problems which confront systems under different historical and cur-
rent external and internal constraints. The common problems he identi-
fies are inferred from the analysis of societies which are broadly
similar with respect to these conditions. Thus, Micronesia is identi-
fied with those colonial and ex-colonial countries of small scale in
which the external pressures bring about a rapid change in traditional
institutions. Micronesia, together with upward of forty countries, seems
to be cast in this type of drama. This greater specificity of environ-
mental constraints and of material from which to make comparative in-
fluences, however, is not matched by precision in the analytic categories
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which define the modal problems. Consequently, these categories offer
only the broadest framework in which the problems specific to Micro-
nesia can be sought. His assertion that political integration is a
major problem in societies of this type and his concept of the signifi-
cance of a modern leadership for development are confirmed by our analy-
sis of Micronesian conditions.

Neither of these models, then, provides more than a broad
analytic framework, together with a number of highly abstract constructs
for the analysis of political problems and the prospects for political
growth in countries which, by virtue of historical experience, social
structure and composition, and geographical location, might be classi-
fied with Micronesia. They are most useful in directing analysis to
the necessary conditions and the typical problems associated with poli-
tical change but relatively weak in the provision of models based on
the key issues which the general models raise. Given that the develop-
ment of leadership is a necessary condition to strengthen vital aspects
of the political system, the question is one of defining the necessary
characteristics of an effective leadership. Given that integration is
a key problem, a model of the conditions necessary to promote integra-
tion is required.

Some partial insights into these problems have been afforded
by scholars who have utilized comparative analysis. E. A. Shils' study
(1959-60) of the role of new elites (chiefly in Africa) provides evi-
dence of their functions in different political contexts. Clifford
Geertz (1963) has identified some major factors for the development of
higher degrees of national integration, chiefly for Asian examples.
The lack of detailed comparative analysis of these problems for the
smaller countries recently emerged or still under the control or influ-
ence of a powerful, highly developed country is at present a serious
deficiency for education planners. The countries of the South Pacific
and many of those in the Caribbean provide examples of this type.

Ward H. Goodenough's examination of the relationship between
change agents and their clients has been used to provide insights into
the processes and problems involved in social change. His analysis pro-
vides two paradigms for this process. One is a conceptual framework
which facilitates the examination of change processes through a type of
input-output analysis. It is suitable for use by the planner who is
concerned with the consequences of his educational proposals, and it is
value free. The other, and the paradigm we have used here, is the most
explicitly normative framework of the several we have used and is de-
rived from less comprehensive comparative material.

Goodenough's central postulate is that the goal for community
change is to establish a process based on the free participation of the
peoples in the community at the level of goal setting and the level of
developing action plans. For this process, he has established those
principles, supported by case studies, which are most likely to bring
about relatively harmonious and effective changes. Given this value
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position, his principles can be cast into a series of if-then proposi-
tions which we have utilized in our analysis. The major proposition is
that if the Micronesian people are able to participate in decision
making at all levels of the political and economic systems and in the
education programs, social change will be both desirable and more effec-
tive. Most directly this position contradicts the view that an increased
productivity based on external capital is the major goal for Micronesia,
a goal which, through setting up economic and social pressures which in-
clude the migration of Micronesians and the addition of permanent migrants
from abroad to the society, will bring about rapid social changes and
long-term political ties between Micronesia and the United States. It

contradicts the view also that the most effective way to mobilize
development is through the direction of change programs by a specialized
elite, military dictatorship, or doctrinaire social reformers. Each of
these alternatives has been adopted as intellectually desirable or as
practical necessities in response to the pressures for development in
many countries.

Three reasons can be advanced for the pertinence of Goodenough's
proposals for the Micronesian case. The pre-eminence of Micronesian
goals is consistent with the explicit goals of the Trusteeship, the
administering power, and the Micronesian people; and although the ad-
ministration has the effective power to induce social change by methods
appropriate to these other alternatives, its goals preclude it from
doing so. Within the emergent Micronesian political and economic system
authority is recently and only weakly centralized, and as yet without
either the strategy or power which could permit the exercise of direc-
tive change, and is engaged in the process of establishing legitimacy as
a focus of Micronesian opinion, a process made difficult by the existence
of localized goals. Thus, on pragmatic grounds, Goodenough's participa-
tory assumptions appear to be the only feasible ones for Micronesia at
this time.

A third reason is that his propositions are inferred largely
from a consideration of examples of community change within the reali-
ties of Micronesian cultures of which he has been a long-term student.
The judgment of the reality of his propositions from this perspective,
however, must be tempered with the criticism that his examples have
been drawn, for the most part, from change in localized rural contexts
rather than from a consideration of the impact of the increasing urbani-
zation and of the large-scale (relative to the population) economic
institutions represented by recent administration, and by military,
fishing, and tourist enterprises. These are changes brought about by
decisions which can provide but limited scope for the consideration of
goals of small, local communities.

If these reasons are appropriate to the goals for Micronesia
and rationally related to the type of social development which is feasi-
ble in the present stage of leadership, Goodenough's analysis may be
considered further to suggest a method by which goals and action pro-
grams may be formulated. Considered as a method of decision making,
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the proposition is that if this method is followed the changes which
flow from it are more likely to be desirable and capable of realistic
implementation. Essentially, the method requires that Micronesians
participate in decision making, that decisions be informed by cultural
realities, including cultural values, and that provision be made for
processes of education to inform Micronesians of means, ends, and rela-
tionships in change programs. This is a general method, applicable to
a wide range of decision-making areas, and immediately germane to the
education system considered as institutions in interaction with the
society or as institutions which prepare future leadership. It has
proved to be fruitful for implications for the manpower training system,
(the manpower board), adult education (particularly preparation for the
plebiscite), the priority for secondary and tertiary education, and for
the relationships between school and community and expatriate and
Micronesian curriculum teams.

Harbison and Myers' model for human resource development pro-
vides specific, direct propositions for the relationship between educa-
tion and systems growth. The skill and mobility of manpower is regarded
as a necessary condition both for the development of an economic strate-
gy and the ability to carry it out. Data in support of the empirical
relationship between education and productivity for the general propo-
sition have been derived from a systematic, comparative examination of
many countries, and the relative importance of different types of edu-
cation is indicated by the relative magnitude of correlations between
these types and productivity. Beyond this, the model utilizes compara-
tive analysis to identify the typical problems of countries at differ-
ent levels of human resource development, and suggests a generalized
methodology from which needs may be defined, the chief aspects of which
are the use of comparisons and the derivation of the economic goals of
the country's leadership.

It is of course apparent that a correlation between the edu-
cational levels of manpower and the gross national product of a country
does not necessarily indicate that the level of education causes econom-
ic growth, or that an average relationship derived from many countries
is an accurate representation of the relationship for any one country.
Employment levels, the natural resource base, and the level of tech-
nology are all important general conditions which affect the relaon-
ship. At this point, the Harbison and Myers model moves from quanti-
tative indicators of these relationships to a logical, or qualitative
examination of the types of manpower shortage which are experienced in
countries at different levels of productivity. As a substitute for
the empirical analysis of relationships between education and produc-
tivity in particular countries, there is the proposition that comparable
countries (that is, those in "advance" of the country being considered)
offer guidelines as to the type of labor force which will increase
productivity in the target country. We have previously noted a problem
in this proposal, namely that the empirical relationship depends upon
the similarity of the economies being compared, and the comparative
data are not at present adequate to enable comparisons between closely
similar economies to be made.
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The problem is illustrated by the use, in the SRI plan, of U.
S. data and data from other countries more advanced than Micronesia.
The data which is more comparable to Micronesia in terms of the scale of
productivity is still of doubtful relevance to the Micronesian case, as
the examples of Peru, Paraguay, and Ecuador, with their different politi-
cal and social conditions, might suggest.

Yet, despite these Tieaknesses in empirical relationships, the
comparative approach does appear to be more adequate than the alterna-
tives of trend analysisl, or forecasting approaches because of the
empirical weaknesses from which these suffer, and because economic
policy in Micronesia is so uncertain at this point. The need for more
precise empirical data for countries at this level will be met only when
they are examined in detail, as a specific unit of human resource analy-
sis. The wide approximations involved in applying the model to Microne-
sia indicate just how vital this analysis is for the Level I countries.
Again, Black's criterion for useful comparative analysis that the units
of comparison should be similar would direct this study to those coun-
tries which have large external inputs into the economy and a limited
primary and secondary industry potential.

To the more or less quantifiable relationships between educa-
tion and economic growth, the Harbison and Myers model adds considera-
tion to the strategy of leadership and the political and social pressures
relevant to manpower development. Here the central proposition is that a
realistic and therefore feasible manpower-education policy will result
only if these factors are integrated with the comparative data. The

relationship between different types of manpower-education policies and
their political and social conseouences is, however, a poorly conceptu-
alized and inadequately surveyed area. The reported research has utilized
only such simple indicators of human resource development as the percent-
age of literacy in the population, the primary enrollment ratio, and the
level or investment in education -- indicators which have a low correla-
tion even with the strictly economic data (see Almond and Coleman 1960).
Thus, the planner must add subjective judgment of the consequences of
his proposals for human resource development for the political and social
systems to his judgments of the goals and the pressures which these sys-
tems generate. Case study material such as the study of mass education
and politics in Nigeria (Abernethy 1965), the study of unemployed gradu-
ates in Nigeria (Callaway 1963: 351-71), and the study of student aspi-
rations and expectations in Ghana (Foster 1965) do provide some insights
into some of the issues. But comparative studies of the consequences
of even this one issue of mass education are lacking. Clearly, analysis
of the consequences of such alternatives as mass versus selective educa-
tion, of on-the-job training versus formal schooling, of adult versus
child education in countries with social, economic, and political cir-
cumstances similar to the target country is vital to the planner who
attempts to utilize this type of goal-oriented model.

1
For a trenchant empirical criticism of this approach even for de-

veloped economies, see A. M. Farrag, "The Value of Occupation Industry
Data for Forecasting Purposes", International Labour Review, Vol. 95,
No. 4, April, 1967.
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The search for models to guide educational planning can be
regarded as an attempt to define the consequences of different charac-
teristics of education programs for the broader aspects of development.
Since these aspects of development are goal-oriented, it is clear that
normative aspects must be an important input into the planning process.
There are several approaches to the definition of these norms. The

planner may extrapolate goals from his own society, or those to which
he is personally committed, and apply them to the country which is
under consideration. He may adopt the view that the target country's
goals as expressed by the ruling government or administration should
guide his analysis. Alternatively, he may seek to find a more repre-
sentative definition of goalt, by considering those of different. strata
of the population and/or regions of the country. In the Micronesian
case, the planners have attempted this latter approach by adopting a
methodology which sought to gather the opinions of Micronesians at the
village level, in the towns, in positions of elected and traditional
leadership, and from the oidely dispersed districts, together with the
opinions of Micronesian educators on specific educational issues. The
concepts of goals acceptable to the Micronesians revealed by this data
together with the goals of the trusteeship and administering authority,
have been used to form general goal positions adopted by the planners.
These goals -- of an increase in participatory self government, of an
increase in the decision-making role of Micronesians, of a pattern of
economic growth which retains Micronesian participation in the economy
with thn possible adjustments of the rate of increase in the total
productivity -- are widespread among Micronesians but are not necessarily
representative of all groups within Micronesian society or all policies
under consideration by the administering authority.

Brian Holmes (1965) has proposed that the use of the method-
ologies of the social sciences, including the analysis of documents and
opinion polls, could enable the planners to arrive at more precision in
this search. While certain of these procedures could yield more repre-
sentative, and possibly more objective data, and indicate the range and
characteristics of the goals, they do not solve the problem of contra-
dictory and conflicting goals with which the planner is faced. Here a
methodology which will elicit goals is of less importance than one
which might enable weights to be attached to alternatives to yield pri-
orities or enable a reconciliation of conflicting goals to be achieved.
It seems likely that decision-making models based on probability theory
could form a valuable input to the planner's task, as a more otjective
alternative than attempts to base plans upon representative and con-
flicting goals.

The models discussed above are concerned with quite broad
aspects of the functional relationships between education end other
institutions. Planners must also be able to relate more specific
characteristics of the education to these institutions through func-
tional propositions.
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The relationship between different occupational education
approaches to the development of occupational skill is one of the
issues posed in Micronesia. Foster's study (1965b) of vocational schools
in Africa and the experience of the successful in-industry training in
Great Britain (see Williams 1963), each provide examples which tend to
demonstrate the relative efficiency of a pattern of general education
plus on-the-job training over the development of pre-occupational tech-
nical schooling. Yet the validity of experience in these countries can
be questioned for Micronesia where the training capacity of the admini-
stration is relatively weak, and industrial and business enterprise
development is minimal. The use of forms of cost-benefit analysis de-
rived from economics in certain other countries increased the utility
of comparative analysis over and above the more limited traditionrl
approach of comparative education which compares the institutional
structures to be found in different countries. Again, however, the
major deficiency in the available data is its lack of comprehensive-
ness and relevance for the target country. The use of a comparative
method in this circumstance leads to propositions derived from analogies
which may be false. Confidence in the propositions can be increased for
Micronesia only on the basis of further comparative research in coun-
tries with similar education and economic institutions.

Further problems of the valiJtt7 of more specific educational
propositions are encountered when aspects of education are related to
the task of promoting national integration. Equality of access to
education, especially at the higher levels, the association of students
from different cultural areas in common schools and tertiary institu-
tions, the provision of a common language, and especially the importance
of tertiary education were particular aspects considered by the SRI
team to be potential accelerators of a national orientation among Micro-
nesians. For each proposition there is some supporting data from the
study of these relationships in other countries, in some instances in
the form of case studies, in others in the form of comparative data.
Again; %owever, there are examples of contradictory judgments embodied
in the educational practices of other countries. Many countries feel
that common schools for different cultural groups would exacerbate
community tensions. The national language question has promoted politi-
cal disputes which threaten nationalism in others. Additionally, if
the proposition is held that common schooling will increase feelings of
a common identity, the benefits which might accrue from it may be con-
sidered to be insubstantial in relation to the costs incurred. Until
the consequences of these propositions can be stated, the planner has
little sound basis on which to establish priorities among the different
aspects related to national integration.

The models which we have used to inform the analysis of edu-
cation in Micronesia have each been normative in the sense that they
are directed toward the solution of goals held by members of the
society. The chief problems which the planner faces are to identify
the operative goals. The criterion that the statement of goals should
be representative of the groups within the society does appear to avoid
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an approach too doctrinaire or ethnocentric, and the methodologies
appropriate to the criterion are not difficult to operate. The chief
normative difficulty of the models arises then from two sources: a)

the difficulty of reconciling conflicting goals and b) the amount of
subjective judgment allowed for by the methodology. In the long run,
the reconciliation of conflictive goals is the task of the political
leadership in any society, but it does seem likely that the planner's
short-term task will benefit from greater use of probability analysis.

The comparative analysis which has yielded propositions as
to the conditions of systems growth and as to the relatiorships between
education and this growth is uneven in respect to its evidential base
and level of abstraction. It therefore poses two general problems for
the planner. He must continuously assess the validity of the explicit
or implicit comparison, and he must rely heavily on judgmental analysis.
These problems can be overcome only by further comparative analysis
which will refine the units of analysis from those which yield compre-
hensive comparisons across the full range of development and to the
more detailed comparison of units which are similar with respect to
levels of development and which can also be equated on other relevant
dimensions.

Finally, comparative models do not yet yield propositions
which have precision for many issues and cannot yield data of the cost-
benefit type which will indicate the consequences of various alterna-
tives in terms of the conditions of the target country. There is no
substitute for in situ esesrch to yield answers to such questions as
the effect of different types of local curriculum, the nature of local
attitudes toward specific language policies, or the effects of common
schooling for different ethnic groups. The more comprehensive planning
efforts, therefore, should seek to identify and expose those issues for
which local research is most vital, and provide for a research function
in the education program.
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